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Mary:
Good News Pro
I am Mary of M&gdala. I am not a
deacon like Phoebe, nor am I listed
as a disciple like Dorcas. I am not a
renowned apostle like Junias, nor
am I an elder. Yet, I was chosen as
the first one to actually see the resurrected Christ and then to proclaim
the good news of this great event.
Sometimes I still wonder why He
chose me.
There were at least six other Marys
that I know of: Jesus' mother, of
course; plus Martha's sister of Bethany (in whose home Jesus was refreshed); the mother of James and
Joses; and also the wife of Clopas
who was with us at the cross that
fateful day. Then there was also the
mother of John Mark, and another
Mary—the diligent worker Paul
commended to the Romans.
Where do I come in? Well, I came
from Magdala, a city on the west
shore of Galilee. In fact, Magdala
serves as the guard tower or fort at a
crucial juncture on the road from the
hills to the plain through the Valley
of Robbers. It is a well-known city
flourishing in business and also the
center of the fishing industry. Besides fishing, Magdala prospers in
trading and marketing grain and
other agricultural products, and also
in building sailing vessels. In addition it is an urban textile center
Martha Long is Assistant Professor of
English at Messiah College. Currently she is
the faculty representative from Messiah College at Daystar University College in Nairobi, Kenya.

ng cloth and manufacturare prominent businesslly a city of considerable
ominantly Gentile poputhere. It is also noted as
the arena for horse racing in the
area. But, these things don't tell you
who I am—only where I came from.
You see, Magdala has its seamy
side also. It grew to have a bad reputation for licentiousness. Some called
it a "sinkhole of gross immorality."
When people heard I came from
there, and saw me without a husband—well, my character was blackened in their minds. The world will
probably never be rid of gossips.
The truth is, I really did have
problems, but not prostitution. You
see, before I met Jesus, I had trouble
with demons—seven of them. One
alone was awful enough, but recurring possession of them wiped me
out sometimes. When I tell you I had
seven demons, you can sense the
severity of my disorder.
Do you know what it's like to be
demon possessed? No, it's not just
overwhelming burdens piling up.
Demons are a real and powerful
force—an enemy really—of evil influence. When a demon has control
of you, you've got physical, moral,
and spiritual sickness.
Maybe you'll understand me better if I tell you about my case. You
see, when a demon had control, I
lost control of myself. Sometimes,
for no good reason, I raved insanely.
I felt intense emotional excitement

and put on noisy demonstrations
with wild shrieks. I had such rapid
thought changes and feelings that I
was quite out of touch with my surroundings. Afterward, when I quieted, people told me of the seizures I'd
had with horrible face contortions
and horrid, chilling, uncontrollable
sounds. Oh, how embarrassed I am
to think how I lacked control of my
body and mind. Apparently sometimes my behavior was self-destructive, and sometimes my body was
shockingly exposed. I was frequently put under close confinement, but
often managed to get out. However,
I was spared lasting dumbness, deafness, and blindness that some others
with acute mania had.

I am not a deacon
like Phoebe, nor am I
listed as a disciple like
Dorcas. Yet I was
chosen as the first
one to actually see
the risen Christ.
Sometimes I still
wonder why He chose
me.
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FEATURES
by Martha Long
You see, I met Jesus.
I can't tell you how I got where he
was that day. But of all the people
crowding around to see and hear
him, he noticed me in my wretched
condition. Somehow I sensed that
his skill surpassed that of ordinary
exorcists who had given up on me.
He exorcised the demons from
me. There was no elaborate show of
force or power. Jesus' method was
neither magical nor medical. He
simply gave a word of command,
and I was instantly freed. I was
cured! Freed, I tell you! Freed from
bondage, from ghastly suffering and
torment. I was released from fear of
when I might lose control again, plus
freed from guilt of awful things I'd
done. I felt clean—washed out inside. How different and indescribable those moments!
Love for Jesus overwhelmed me
and I fell at his feet and wept tears of
relief and joy. I was a new woman.
Everything I'd heard about him helping people was true.
When I had time to pull myself
together and learned to know who
the new me was, I knew I couldn't go
back to Magdala. I had to find some
way to stay close to him. I wanted to
show my gratitude in some way.
Then I learned that Jesus didn't
have any headquarters—no home,
really—but traveled around the countryside. I found out that he could use
some help and support. So I was
overjoyed to join Joanna and Susanna, helping to meet Jesus' needs
April 1987
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financially and to see that his daily
needs were cared for. We traveled
with him. Nothing was too good for
him. The little I contributed seemed
but a cupful. I never could do enough
for him.
Then we went to Jerusalem. You
know what happened there. Jesus
was taken captive by Jews who
hated him and accused him falsely
before Pilate, the governor. Then he
was scourged, mocked, and brutally
manhandled. Finally he was hung
on a cross to die like a criminal. I was
all torn apart trying to figure out all
that was happening and wondering
how I could help stop such senseless
brutality. But we women were powerless.
Some of us women gathered at his
cross. It was a horrible experience. I
didn't want to look, but I couldn't
keep from it. I felt so helpless, so
insufficient and even uncaring—not

being able to do anything. I was so
distraught that I couldn't even weep
as I witnessed his excruciating suffering.
After Jesus died, I went with
Salome, and Mary—James' mother—
to the tomb to anoint his body.
There hadn't been time to do this
before the Sabbath began. This was
to be my last act of love to him. But
when we got there, his body was
gone. I was confused and crushed. I
couldn't even minister to him one
last time. I couldn't even conjecture
as to who took him away or where I
could find him.
Then I saw an angel. I froze on the
spot, speechless and frightened. But
the angel said, "Don't be alarmed.
You are looking for Jesus the Nazarene, who was crucified. He has
risen. He is not here. See here is the
place where they laid him. Go, tell
his disciples and Peter this: 'He is

A Resurrection Praise Song
Risen

Christ, once dead and buried, but now alive forevermore!

Empty

tomb and, except for resurrection, Christ's body unaccounted for.

Stone rolled away, for everyone to see the place of Christ once dead.
Urgent message—"He is not here; for he is risen, as he said!"
Rejoice! Join in celebration on this wondrous Easter morn!
Rejoice!

With praise and glory the precious Name of Christ adorn!

Easter is the time of celebration of his triumph o'er the grave;
Christians joyfully proclaiming Jesus' mighty power to save.
Telling of his resurrection power that's available today,
Imparted by a loving Father who will answer when we pray.
Oh, let us tell the Easter message of a Christ alive indeed;
No

more to die, but now everliving, for us to intercede!

by Gilbert Gomez
York, Pa.
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going ahead of you into Galilee.
There you will see him, just as he
told you.' "
Trembling and bewildered, I fled
from the tomb and hurried to tell
Peter and the others. I said just what
the angel told me to. But they didn't
believe me and thought I was talking
nonsense, so I tried again to convince them. Then Peter and John
ran to see for themselves, and I followed. When they saw that the tomb
indeed was empty, they believed my
story—although they didn't understand what had happened—and went
back to the others.
Still bewildered and crying, I remained near the empty tomb. I bent
over to look in again, and saw two
angels, sitting where Jesus' body had
lain, one at the head and the other at
the feet. They asked why I was crying and I replied, "Because they have
taken my Lord away, and I don't
know where they have put him."
Then I turned around and saw a
man standing nearby outside. He
also asked why I was crying and I
told him. Then He called my name—
"Mary." Immediately I recognized it
was Jesus' voice, wiped my eyes, and
looked full into his face. Instantly I
fell to my knees and clasped his feet,
crying out "Rabboni—my teacher."
He told me to go and tell the
brothers to go to Galilee where he
would meet them. So I rushed to the
disciples and told them, "I have seen
the Lord." And I told them all he
said.
Oh, how I have relived those
moments! What relief and unspeakable joy I had to know he was alive,
and I had truly seen him!
You know, that joy lingers. Everytime I tell someone about what happened, I get goose prickles. And I've
had many opportunities to tell my
story that Jesus is alive and that he
continues to care about us.
I never get tired of being a messenger for him. I love to visit people
to tell them about Jesus. When I
sense they are hurting, struggling
through their problems, I ask Jesus
to help lift their loads and give them
peace as he did for me. Oh, how I
love him and want to continue to
serve him!
•
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F o r weeks I had been throwing
ideas into a folder marked, "Singles—Tamiment," trying to find a
topic to meet the needs of a group attending a convention of this breadth:
People just out of college and back
home with most of their friends
elsewhere; people in new, strange
places not having found friends yet;
people who have chosen to pursue
other interests and delay marriage;
people picking up after broken relationships; or people like me trying to
accept and adjust to singleness again.
I am sure I have not identified
everyone.
Trying to meet the range of needs
makes me feel like I'm trying to fill a
lot of empty bottles by throwing a
bucket of water over them. I chose to
speak about "The Friendship Factor" because I count heavily on
friends, being gregarious by personality and conviction. I have borrowed the title from Alan Loy McGinnis and his most recent book by
that title.
Those who have read Bruce Larson, There's a Lot More to Health
Than Not Being Sick, may remember his lesson from pioneer days. He
writes:
The Europeans who came here
to settle North America found it
vast and unexplored. "Self-reliant" was the watchword, and the
scout, the mountain man or the
pioneer . . . became the national hero.
In those early days the government gave away quarter sections
of land to anyone who would
homestead, in order to encourage
settlement. People flocked from
the crowded cities and villages to
have their own land at last.
. . . Theirfirst job was to build a
sod hut to live in, and we know
that most families built them right
smack-dab in the middle of their
quarter section. The reason was

Esther Snyder is on staff at Manor Brethren in Christ Church near Lancaster,
Pa.
This article is an adaptation of an address
she gave to the Singles Convention last year
at Tamiment, Pa.
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factor
by Esther Snyder

W e need connectedness—we need
friendship—we need shared
vulnerability. Isolation is not
only unhealthy, it is destructive.

obvious. People who had never
owned land before had a new
sense of pride and ownership.
They wanted to feel that everything they saw belonged to them.
But that custom changed very
quickly. This chosen isolation did
strange things to people. Occasionally, photographers went out
to record life on the frontier and
returned with photographs
of
weird men, wild-eyed women, and
haunted-looking children. Before
long most of thesefamilies learned
to move their houses to one corner
of their property in order to live in
proximity with three other families. . . . Four families living together, sharing life and death, joy
and sorrow, abundance and want,
had a good chance of making it.
We have many cheerful and perfunctory relationships. We wave as
we go from building to building. We
even say, "Have a nice day," but it
doesn't go any farther. Our talents
and roles get in the way of relationships. That is why high level jobs
become increasingly lonely: there is
no time, no safety in shared vulnerability. But if we want to build significant relationships, to be comfortable
on the patio together, face-to-face,
eating together, there are some factors that we can identify to bring us
shared vulnerability and true friendship.
Solomon had a good grasp on
friendship when he penned, "Two
are better than one, because they
have a good return for their work: If
one falls down, his friend can help
him up. But pity the man who falls
and has no one to help him up!"
(Eccl. 4:9-10). Those words really hit
me for the first time when my late
husband read them as part of a marriage ceremony at the request of the
bride. Recently as I was reading
Julie Nixon Eisenhower's Special
People, she told how Ruth Bell Graham uses that passage as support for
the idea that new Christians need
follow-up and care.
I do not think you need to be a
new Christian or a newlywed to see
the value of twoness. We need connectedness—we need friendship—
we need shared vulnerability. Isola6

tion is not only unhealthy, it is
destructive. The biblical passage I
want to examine for the nature of
friendship is also from the Old Testament. It is the classic relationship
between David and Jonathan found
in 1 Samuel 18-20.
Chapter 17 tells how David killed
Goliath and ends with David before
Saul holding the Philistine's head.
Then in 18:1-4 we read, "After David
had finished talking with Saul, Jonathan became one in spirit with David,
and he loved him as himself. . . .
And Jonathan made a covenant
with David because he loved him as
himself. Jonathan took off the robe
he was wearing and gave it to David,
along with his tunic, and even his
sword, his bow and his belt."
Friendship begins with an act of
invitation. Friendships do not fall
out of the sky—someone becomes
vulnerable; someone initiates.
How many people do you know
who sit and feel sorry about their
loneliness rather than try to initiate
friendship? What they don't realize
is that friendship is an act of disclosure. Life deludes us. Society flaunts
pictures of beautiful and important
people with attractive commodities
to persuade us that life is incomplete
without these things, rather than
invite us to discover wholeness by
self-disclosure that meets another's
need. We walk around feeling sorry
for ourselves, viewing others suspiciously, believing life is unjust. Preoccupation with our own needs
makes us lose the capacity to deal
honestly about ways to more nearly
achieve completeness and wholeness. Jesus pauses beside us, lays his
hand upon us and says, "Be my test
case. Take off your tunic, your sword,
your belt. Give it to another. Make a
covenant with a friend. It will change
you." Friendship needs an invitation.
I have met some insensitive people
in my lifetime, but the characters in
Chuck Swindoll's story top them all.
He tells of a seminary student whose
body hung for five days from the
basement ceiling of the home he
shared with his fellow seminarians
before they missed him. How can
such need for friendship cry out and
find no response?

There is a seldom-read part of
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein
in
which the Monster says to Frankenstein, "I swear to you by the earth I
inhabit and by you who made me
that if you will make a friend for me,
I will quit the neighborhood of men.
My evil passions will have fled for I
shall have met with sympathy. If I
have no ties and affection, hatred
and vice must be my portion, but the
love of another will destroy my
cause of my crimes. My vices are the
children of my solitude, my virtues
will arise when I live in communion
with an equal."
Friendship needs someone to initiate it. Deep friendships also have
common purposes to cement them. I
had fun standing in line in "Hands
Across America" along Route 3 in
Chester County, near Marcus Hook.
A newspaper review said, "It had
nothing to say, it simply was. It was
an event of the feeling, not of the
mind." True, but I also sensed a
camaraderie in the anti-elite group
of people, centered in a longing to
find grass roots solutions to grass
roots problems. I was warmed in a
sense of common puirpose.
Jonathan was the most popular
person of his day. He was a military
hero. Now the chants of the people
had begun for David, and Jonathan
knew that taking him on as a friend
would strengthen that popularity. It
could even damage his own popularity. But Jonathan did not hesitate to
take on David's friendship because
of their common purposes: love of
God and love of country. That sealed
the relationship of true friendship.
Friendship is not a game—you
move, then I'll move. It is a dance
where the moves are synchronized
into a lovely flow of activity, in time
to the same music. Different music
causes awkward responses. The same
music makes oneness of purpose.
Christians can enter into deeper
relationships because they are caught
up in the purposes of God. When it is
God calling us to friendships and
investments in others, we can take
the risks. Your friendships will not
be by some vague chance, like throwing dice on a gambling table. It takes
too much courage to live at that level
Evangelical Visitor
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Two are better than one, because they
have a good return for their work: If
one falls down, his friend can help him
up. But pity the man who falls and has
no one to help him up!
Ecclesiastes 4:9-10
of risk. But there is less risk in the
common purpose of a God who
dances with joy in the wilderness
when disobedient children return, a
God who trudges the mountain range
to find one lost sheep when he
already has 99, a Father who runs to
meet the rascal son who squandered
the estate. Such friendships are a
safe investment. You can enter into
risky situations when the common
purpose is God.
Friendships are to be initiated,
and deep ones are cemented around
common purposes. The third factor
is to enter into sacrificial service with
a friend. Chapter 20 reveals the
height of Saul's jealousy. "Then
David fled from Naioth at Ramah
and went to Jonathan and asked,
'What have I done? What is my
crime? How have I wronged your
father, that he is trying to take my
life? " Jonathan denied any such
intent, but "David took an oath and
said, 'Your father knows very well
that I have found favor in your eyes,
and he has said to himself, "Jonathan must not know this or he will be
grieved." Yet as surely as the Lord
lives and you live, there is only a step
between me and death.' Jonathan
said to David, 'Whatever you want
me to do, I'll do for you' " (1 Samuel
20:1-4).
From this point on they both
made sacrifices for each other. Life
became a mutual ministry. In today's world commitment seems to be
reserved for Christians, and sacrifice
is unheard of.
Christmas morning on NBC-TV
was like an old-fashioned prayer
April 1987 7

meeting. Randall Johnston, a graduate of Harvard Law School, told of
founding "Trans-Africa" instead of
seeking a lucrative job. When Oprah
Winfrey asked him how his teenage
children react to the crimp it puts on
the family style, he said, "They go
with me and what intelligent mind
needs any further proof that something must be done? We're in it
together, we sacrifice together, never
mention those things, and come out
great friends." Overwhelming! Jane
Kipp was fired as a professor from
the University of Georgia because
she rocked the boat. She protested
that athletes' grades were changed so
they would pass, while less visible
students took the axe. After about
four years of struggle, loss and suit,
she is back on the faculty. She testifies, "My pastor says, 'God can't lead
unless you're walking.' " She walks
for others. On and on the stories
went for a full hour. Virginia farmers
were knit to generous Kansas Mennonite farmers because they sacrificed and loaded incredible numbers
of hay bales to rescue the needy in
drought-stricken Georgia. What
friends they have become!
"This is how we know what love
is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for
us. And we ought to lay down our
lives for each other" (1 John 3:16).
Christian love is given and demonstrated by Jesus, who enables us to
seek only the best in another and to
sacrifice to help him or her achieve
that end.
There are too many W. C. Fields
who says, "I don't have any prejudice; I hate everyone." Too often we

are like the boss whose employee
was refusing to give to the United
Way. The boss put his arm around
the employee and said, "If you do
not give, you will not be working
here." The employee replied, "Of
course I'll give. No one ever cared
enough to explain it to me that way
before."
We need friendships that are initiated, have a common purpose, and
require sacrifice. Such friendships
are built on trust. When two individuals have initiated a friendship
and have begun to be vulnerable
with each other, when they have discovered common purposes and are
willing to sacrifice for each other,
they soon become trusting enough
to let go. They do not have to be
exclusive. They become willing to let
their friend seek other friends. They
do not desecrate friendship by domination. What is best for the other is
what they want. Friendship is loving
each other, not owning each other.
Trusting is the most difficult and the
most rewarding level of friendship.
Here is a beautiful definition of a
trusting friendship:
Oh, the comfort,
the inexpressible comfort of
feeling safe with a person,
H a v i n g n e i t h e r to weigh
thoughts,
Nor measure words, but pouring them all right out just as
they are,
Chaff and grain together,
Certain that a faithful hand
will take and sift them;
Keeping what is worth keeping,
and with a breath of kindness
Blow the rest away.
I think Jesus would say, "It is not
good for you to be without friendships. Initiate some, especially those
of common purpose; make the sacrifices that cement the relationship;
trust and be trustworthy."
•

A variety of felt needs were shared by the
persons attending the three singles conferences sponsored by the Board for Congregational Life. Some of these topics will be featured in a future issue of the Visitor.

| Resources for conflict management

Guidelines for
managing co
'ft group settin
(and suggested reso
for reconciliation)
_bv Dave Brubaker

"Conflict may be the most widespread inhibiting factor in Western
society today. . . . On any given
day in perhaps three-quarters of all
churches, the ministry of that congregation is reduced significantly as
a result of nonproductive conflict."
—Lyle E. Schaller
"There are times when too little
conflict is apparent in the organization, and in order to awaken the
group or to deal with important
issues that people are burying, actions should be taken that will surface underlying
difference."—Speed
B. Leas
At times conflicts can not be
resolved. Other times they should
not be. If conflict is indeed normal,
natural and often growth-producing, then a rush to resolution sometimes may even be counterproductive. While some clearly destructive
conflicts need maximum efforts at
resolution, many of the daily disagreements and conflicts we encounter need instead to be managed.
Speed Leas, who works with congregational conflict as director of
consulting for the Alban Institute,
explains conflict "management" this
way: "I have avoided using the word
Dave Brubaker works with MCS in Akron, PA and is a member of the Lancaster
congregation.
This is the concluding
article
in a series of four commissioned
by the
Board for Brotherhood
Concerns and supported by Cooperative
Ministries.
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conflict 'resolution' because it implies that you can Yix' every fight
that you get into, and we all know
that's not possible. I use the word
'management' in the sense of . . .
'doing the best you can under the
circumstances.' "
Group leaders are, by definition,
managers of conflict. A leader's ability to competently manage conflicts
will help determine his or her ability
to effectively lead.

I use the word
"management" in the
sense of "doing the
best you can under
the circumstances."
Conflict in groups is often more
difficult to resolve than conflict between two individuals. As more persons and interests are added, a simple two-party dispute can broaden
into a multi-party, multi-issue conflict, often of overwhelming complexity. Leaders—whether parents,
pastors, supervisors, or chairpersons—
frequently need to manage highly
stressful conflicts. Yet few leaders
are trained in the skills and techniques of conflict management and
group processes.

The following suggestions may
help group leaders who deal with
conflicts and disagreements in their
groups.
1. Manage yourself— The place
to start in conflict management is
with a better understanding of one's
own style in conflict. Many leaders
have gained more understanding by
taking one of the various personality inventories, such as the MyersBriggs. These comprehensive instruments help persons understand the
strengths and weaknesses of their
own personality style. Other instruments are available which focus on a
person's style in conflict, and illustrate that many of us function differently in the stress of conflict than in
non-conflict settings.
Leaders who work together, such
as a pastoral team, can find it especially useful to take and interpret
one of these instruments together.
Not only will each member gain
understanding into his or her own
style of dealing with conflict, each
will also better understand his or her
co-workers' styles. The resulting drop
in misunderstandings due to style
differences can be remarkable.
2. Study decision-making
processes and group
dynamics—Most
leaders learn group processing skills
through hard experience. They struggle to find a balance between listening to all members and yet moving
efficiently towards a decision. LeadEvangelical Visitor

ers who are also skilled facilitators
will reduce the likelihood of serious
group conflict through the use of
processes that are inclusive and open.
3. Discuss conflict as a group—
An adult Sunday school class or
other small group setting is a good
place to discuss how a group has
dealt with conflict in the past, and
how it might do better in the future.
Talking openly about conflict tends
to reduce tension levels when conflict does occur, enables reflection
on the group's current habits in conflict, and often is energizing for the
group.
4. Invite disagreement—"If you
want to have less conflict," quips
Ron Kraybill, "try to have more." In
other words, leaders should make it
clear that they welcome persons to
openly disagree with them, and with
each other. This assumes that on any
important issue some group mem-

Resources
available
from MCS
Mennonite Conciliation Service
offers the following suggestions and
resources to individuals and groups
who want to improve their ability to
deal effectively with conflict.
1. Subscribe to the Conciliation
Quarterly—This quarterly newsletter, published by the Mennonite
Conciliation Service, contains practical articles on mediation and conflict management, and also lists upcoming training events and seminars. Subscribers are encouraged
(but not required) to donate $10 per
year to receive the quarterly. You
may subscribe by writing or calling
MCS.
2. Participate in workshop or seminar on conflict management—There
are a variety of day-long, weekend,
and week-long training seminars available for individuals who wish to
improve their personal ability to
deal with conflict. Every August
April 1987 9

W h i l e some clearly
destructive conflicts
need maximum
efforts at resolution,
many of the disagreements and conflicts
we encounter need
instead to be

managed.

bers will likely disagree with the suggested course of action. Inviting them
to share that disagreement openly
with you as leader and/or with the
group provides a healthy opportunity to creatively negotiate.

MCS sponsors a six-day "Summer
Training Institute" which includes
substantial mediation training. This
year, the institute will be offered
from August 25 to 30 at Akron, PA.
3. Read books available on conflict management—A short list of
good books on this topic would
include the following:
Repairing the Breach, by Ron
Kraybill (Herald Press, 1981. $3.95)
Getting to Yes, by Roger Fisher
(Houghton Mifflin, 1981. $5.95)
Group leadership: A Manual for
Group Counseling Leaders, by
Bates, Johnson and Blaken (Love
Publishing, 1982. $14.95)
A Layperson's Guide to Conflict
Management, by Speed B. Leas (Alban Institute, 1979. $5.25)
These books are available from
the Mennonite Conciliation Service
or at many Christian bookstores.
For more titles, request the book list
titled "Resources on Managing Conflict in the Church" from MCS.
4. Study conflict
management
skills as a group—Your small group
or Sunday school class could designate several weeks (or a quarter) to
study ways of dealing more skillfully

Picture a church council meeting
where the moderator fears conflict
and squelches disagreement. At the
end of a long meeting, one member
rises to challenge a recommendation
brought by a powerful committee.
As the member's voice rises, the
moderator's hands clench and his
voice becomes tense. "Please," he
implores, "keep your voices down
and be calm! We can't allow any
disagreements to tear us apart here!"
The message to the congregation
is clear. Conflict and disagreements
are awful and even dangerous. Participants stiffen in their seats and
brace themselves tensely for battle.
As the tension grows, reason and
calmness fade. Soon the meeting
breaks apart into just what the moderator feared, awful conflict.
Now envision a church council
meeting where the moderator skillfully paraphrases the angry member,

with conflict. MCS has just released
a cassette tape series called "When
You Disagree . . ." that provides
ten structured units on personal and
group conflict management. The series can be purchased for $45 postpaid by writing or calling the MCS
office.
5. Become a
mediator—You
won't make any money as a community mediator, but the personal
skills you'll learn and the satisfaction
you'll receive from helping to reconcile damaged relationships are worth
far more. There are currently nearly
400 community mediation centers
scattered across the U.S., and more
in Canada. Most offer periodic mediation training to community volunteers willing to serve as mediators for
cases like family and neighbor disputes. The MCS office has a listing
of local mediation centers which we
could share with you upon request.
To request any of the above resources, or for more information,
write or call the:
Mennonite Conciliation Service
21 S. 12th St.
Akron, PA 17501
(717)859-1151

and invites further expressions from
other perspectives. As the participants realize that differing viewpoints are invited and respected,
they relax, and anxiety levels decrease. By inviting disagreement, the
moderator paradoxically has defused
anxiety and conflict.

Resources for reconcilers

This series of four articles was
intended to give an introduction to
the biblical basis for resolving disputes and to the basic skills and concepts that underlie the field of conflict management. Persons interested in further study or building skills

INTROD UCTOR Y SPECIAL!
SA VE $1.00
by getting your copy before May 15,1987

LEADERS AMONG BRETHREN
Biographies of
Henry A. Ginder and Charlie B. Byers
by E. Morris Sider
The author is Professor of History and English Literature at Messiah
College, serves as the Brethren in Christ Archivist, and has published ten
books.
Fill in this coupon and take/send it to a Christian Light Bookstore before
May 15. Tax added to all orders; postage added to mail orders.
Name"
Address
City

State/Prov

Code

I wish to order
copy(ies) of LEADERS AMONG BRETHREN at
the Introductory Special price of $5.95. (Price after May 15, $6.95)

SEND NO MONEY. You will be billed by the bookstore for mail orders
when you receive your book(s). All bookstores should have these books by
April 1.
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in conflict management should consider contacting one of the following
organizations.
Several denominational and inter-denominational programs have
emerged to meet the needs of individual Christians and congregations
for more effective means of dealing
with conflict. One example is our
organization, the Mennonite Conciliation Service (MCS), which is a
network of about a dozen regional
trainers and mediation centers. MCS
offers services such as mediation,
congregational consulting and training seminars. (For more information, see the sidebar.)
The Christian Conciliation Service (CCS) is a network of about 20
regional chapters in the U.S. (with
others in Canada). Most CCS chapters stress application of biblical
principles to conflict between Christians as an alternative to litigation.
The CCS functions under the Christian Legal Society, based near Washington, D.C. For more information,
write or call:
Christian Legal Society
P.O. Box 1492
Merrifield, VA 22116
(703) 560-7314
The Interfaith Conciliation Center (ICC) is an emerging organization which aims to link conciliation
efforts in various faiths. You may
request their quarterly newsletter by
writing or calling:
John Horner-Ibler
Interfaith Conciliation Center
199 North Columbus Ave.
Mount Vernon, NY 10553
(914) 699-8554
The Alban Institute offers a variety of publications and seminars to
equip church leaders with the tools
for better conflict management. Individual membership in the Alban
Institute is $25 (U.S.), which entitles
you to receive a bi-monthly newsletter and a 15% discount on institute
publications. Contact:
The Alban Institute
4125 Nebraska Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 244-7320
•
Evangelical Visitor

The Brethren
in Christ
and their
doctrinal
statements
by Lynn Thrush

"Change? I'm against change."
I can remember when I first came
home with a beard from my summer
travels with members of the Messiah
College basketball team. My parents
weren't too sure about me. But when
I told them of the young teens that I
had led to the Lord, then the change
of the beard wasn't so bad.
"A new doctrinal statement you
say? I'm against that for sure! Why,
the early Brethren in Christ wouldn't
think of making new doctrinal statements. They stood firm on the
Word!"
Stop. If it's history you're appealing to for support in this discussion,
you'll find it on the side of change.
I want to help us appreciate how
our church has sought to be faithful
to God and his Word over the first
175 or so years by taking two subjects found in the doctrinal statements of our church and tracing
their expressions from 1780 up to
I960.1 Let's look at how the Brethren in Christ have sought to articulate their understanding of separation and sanctification.
Separation

In the Confession of 1780, several
allusions are made to separation
from the world. A call is made for
public and private gatherings to express penance. In this kind of setting
"love grows and faith, and confidence is strengthened, because such
children are exposed to many tempLynn Thrush is senior pastor of the Fairview Avenue Brethren in Christ Church in
Waynesboro,
Pa., and is a member of the
Renewal 2000 task force working on a new
doctrinal
statement.
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tations and when through filial revelation the craftiness of the devil is
discovered, then one can talk openheartedly with the other so that the
body of Christ is renewed . . . because such children are bound
through love to watch out for each
other" (As translated in Quest for
Piety and Obedience, pp. 552-553).
Members are not to hold public
office. "We also learn from the doctrine of the Lord Jesus Christ and
His apostles that it is forbidden to
any member or follower of Jesus
Christ to occupy authoritative offices, and therefore it is and shall be
forbidden to us" (Quest, p. 554).

T h e church, as it
has regularly done
throughout the years,
desires to make a new
statement of what it
means to be faithful
to the Lord and His
Word in this day.
One hundred years later the 1887
statement has a section'under Rules
of Church Government "On the
Christian Life." The opening statement is, "The Bible plainly teaches
that God's people are a separate
people from the world" (p. 532).
Separation is described in terms,
first, of a "new heart." Then it will
show itself in "our daily walk." "Holy

lives" are seen as manifestation of
separation and this holiness is seen
negatively in terms of what we should
avoid or rid ourselves: everything
sinful, former lusts, filthiness of the
flesh, for the first time apparel is
linked with separation.
Our apparel should be sanctified
and made mete for the Master's
use. . . . Our apparel is therefore to be plain, not costly, but
such as becometh those professing godliness. We have no express
command in God's word as to
what the cut of our clothing shall
be, yet it does teach that we
should not be conformed to this
world, (pp. 53-54)
Separation is also seen as not polluting the body (p. 54).
In 1915, 35 years later, separation
is found under the heading "Essential Qualifications for a Christian
Life." It is described almost identically with the 1887 statement until
the matter of apparel is reached.
Then, a concise, distinct section is
given to that subject. The brethren
added to the above statement (1887)
the following:
. . . and uniformity, as much as
possible, is essential to maintain
the simplicity andplainness, which
is so necessary among God's people as a mark of separation from
the world . . . (p. 58).
On "not polluting the body" a
much stronger statement is made.
Total abstinence is called for, and
involvement in the production or
sale of tobacco and alcohol is discouraged.
By 1924,10 years later, the issue of
apparel in separation has become
paramount. The wording of the 1915
statement is used. But then a major
category of "Standard of Dress"
covering two and one-third pages
follows. Plain attire is seen as "a
safeguard against drifting into the
worldly styles and fashions of the
day" (p. 87). Apparel becomes not
only a way of being separate, but it
becomes the litmus test for loyalty to
God and the Church (p.88).
Two additional sections relate to
the subject of being separate from
the world. Caution is urged in the
use of photographs "since the taking
11

of pictures has become largely a
worldly pastime" (p. 89). And musical instruments are discouraged, "as
a safeguard against drifting into worldliness, . . . the safe course for the
Brethren in Christ Church to pursue
is to confine ourselves to the use of
vocal music only . .
(p. 90).
In 1937, 15 years later, separation
is listed under the Faith and Doctrine section of the Constitution—
Doctrine, Bylaws and Rituals of the
Brethren in Chrisi Church. The arti-

cle covers more than two pages. It
begins with this strong statement,
"Ever since the fall of man his great
problem has been to keep disentangled from evil" (p. 20). Notice
how holiness and evangelism, two
strong concerns of the church, are
seen to be enhanced by separation:
". . . man can only enjoy holiness
as he is separated from uncleanness;
and man can only influence a lost
world for good to the extent he is
removed from its ungodliness and

Brethren in Christ Church
Renewal 2000-Phase II

A Statement of Rationale
Just over two centuries ago, the Brethren in Christ church emerged out of
an emphasis on revival. Since then, the denomination has experienced special
times of God's moving among us. In our recent focus on restructure, we
recognized the need to call the church to spiritual renewal. The General
Conference of 1986 affirmed this purpose in the statement, "to focus on
spiritual renewal along with a review and a new statement of the doctrinal
section of the Manual of Doctrine and Government" (1986 Gen. Conf. Min
p. 39).
Throughout the coming two or three bienniums, the focus of spiritual
renewal will be highlighted. General and regional boards will be urged to
facilitate this vision. Renewal themes for denomination-wide experiences will
be apparent. We will be encouraged to honestly and seriously ask the Living
God to revive us.
A task force of 20 brothers and sisters appointed by the Board of Administration and approved by the 1986 General Conference is targeting the coming
two General conferences as events during which progress on the doctrinal
statement can be reported and assessed.
At the General Conference of 1988 the plans are to present to General
Conference a detailed outline of the new doctrinal section. At the General
Conference of 1990 the plans are to have this doctrinal statement presented
for the first of two readings, the second reading occurring in 1992.
The task force is facilitating ways for us to be involved in personal and
congregational renewal, biblical interpretation, and a doctrinal statement for
our day. Conference representatives on the task force are:
Allegheny: Luke Keefer Jr., Frank Kipe, Simon Lehman Jr., Morris
Sider, and Lynn Thrush.
Atlantic: John Byers, John A. Brubaker, Arlene Miller, and Lois Musser.
Canadian-. Judy Keefer, Harvey Sider, and Roy Sider.
Central: Owen Alderfer and Glen Pierce.
Midwest: Glenn Ginder, Warren Hoffman, and Charles Rickel.
Pacific: Kevin Ryan, Don Shafer, and Ralph Wenger.
During the next several years, we will be inviting all congregations to
actively experience renewal and participate in the formulation of a doctrinal
statement for our generation. Let us pray that God will honor our sincere
purpose to be faithful to him in this day.
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stands out in striking contrast to it"
(p. 20).
Effort is made in this strong statement to clarify that separation is not
"reclusiveness, isolation nor insulation; rather, Christians should contact souls continually, endeavoring
to win them to Christ, maintaining
an open and approachable spirit
toward humanity" (p. 21).
Specific references are made discouraging worldly slang, highly competitive businesses that sacrifice spiritual fervor, secret oathbound societies, extortionate usury, and all
forms of life insurance (pp. 21-22).
Closely related, christian apparel
receives a separate, nearly two-page
article, immediately following separation. Reversing previous statements not to prescribe a uniform (in
1924 the value of uniformity and distinctive dress was recognized among
"military and marine operation,
. . . police force, fire departments
. . . as well as by many other worldly organizations" [p. 87], the church
did just that. "Suits of plain material
with the erect collar are considered
our uniform. . . . Dresses of plain
material which modestly cover the
body and include the cape are considered our uniform" (p. 23). For men,
"apparel for adornment, (such as the
tie) is not consistent with the principles of separation and non-conformity as taught in the Word of God" (p.
23).
In 1961, 25 years later, a new
Manual of Doctrine and Government has an article, "Separation,"
under the section called "Doctrine."
The article on separation is one page
long now. The tone of the article is
much more positive. Now the article
begins with these statements, "The
doctrine of separation has as its
premise, a vital relationship with
Christ. The Christian is separated
unto Christ and thus, for the glory of
Christ, separated from the world"
(p. 31). The sentence on holiness and
evangelism referred to above is retained, but the phrase "and stands
out in striking contrast to it" is
deleted. Reference to apparel is reduced to one sentence, "His attire
will be in keeping with the teaching
of the Scripture" (p. 31).
Evangelical Visitor
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Today, more than 25 years since
the last statement of doctrine, the
church, as it has regularly done
through the years, desires to make a
new statement of what it means to be
faithful to our Lord and His Word in
this day.
Sanctification

Consider also the doctrine of sanctification. Several phrases in the earliest confession of 1780 express sentiments later described in the specific
doctrine of sanctification. The new
birth is seen to be a "revival of the
mind, revival of the Holy Spirit."
Believers renounce "the devil and the
world and all sinful living." Disciples
are described like "the dew out of the
glow of morning." The confession
continues, "We also recognize a
growth according to the Holy Scriptures—cleansed, healed, and made
blessed through the bath of re-birth
and renewing of the Holy Spirit"
{Quest, p. 552).
By 1887, 10 pages are given to the
subject of sanctification in Origin,
Confession of Faith and Church
Government. No other subject receives nearly as much attention. Carlton Wittlinger summarizes those 10
pages this way:
This Conference statement of 1887
was sufficiently broad to allow for
different interpretations of sanctification in Christian experience.
It therefore provided aframework
within which traditional Brethren
theology could coexist with newer
theology incorporating varying degrees of perfectionistic
thought
(Quest, p. 234).
By 1915, 17 pages (comprising 24
subpoints) of the constitution and
by-laws are given to sanctification.
Again I rely on the concise summary
of Wittlinger, "In general the article
moved the brotherhood considerably closer to the position of sanctification as a second work of grace.
. . . On the other hand the article
recognized the concerns of the antiperfectionists by specifically rejecting the terminology 'second definite
work of grace.' " General Conference resolved "that the term 'Second
Definite Work' be modified and
April 1987

T h e statement of
biblical faithfulness
in the world is not a
dusty, locked, cobwebby rulebook. It is
a living, breathing
endeavor.
substituted by 'Grace of Cleansing
Completed' " (Quest, pp. 246-247).
The 1924 statement is nearly identical to the 1915 statement. I did discover this rather humorous 1924
scribal error: The 1915 statement
argued, in supporting the terminology above of "Grace of Cleansing
Completed," "An abused and greatly
misunderstood phrase is 'Second Definite Work' " (p. 75). The 1924 statement makes the argument read this
way, "An absurd and greatly misunderstood phrase is 'Second Definite
Work' " (p. 109)! (Italics are mine.)
Though the 1937 statement does
not use the terminology "Second
Definite Work," Dr. Wittlinger notes
that "its essence was embodied in the
definition of sanctification as an
experience 'obtained instantaneously and subsequent to the new birth.' "
The new article is far shorter, only
two pages now. Wittlinger summarizes, "By 1937, therefore, the Brethren doctrine of sanctification had
lost its flexibility and become a matter of precise definition" (Quest, p.
330).
The 1961 statement is not far from
the 1937 statement. Both speak of
entire consecration, the cleansing of
the heart from carnality, and the
accompanying baptism of the Holy
Spirit (1937—p. 15; 1961—p. 21).
The 1961 statement retains the wording "is obtained instantaneously and
subsequent to the new birth" (p. 21).
Its concluding paragraph is a bit
clearer in terms of further growth.
Although sanctification perfects
the motives and desires of the
heart, the expression of these in
terms of accomplishment is a progressive growth in grace until the
close of this life (p. 22).

So the Brethren in Christ Church,
through these first 175 years, sought
to be faithful in the world and day in
which it lived. History shows that
the church unapologetically made
new statements of its doctrinal understanding as it felt necessary.
The doctrines of separation and
sanctification and their formulations
over the years serve to show us that
this is a living, breathing endeavor.
The statement of biblical faithfulness in the world is not a dusty,
locked, cobwebby rule-book.
As the early church met in council
together in Acts 15 regarding new
issues facing them, and as our denomination has done throughout its
history, let us with equal seriousness
and prayer carry on with this noble
assignment of making a new doctrinal statement for the faithful Brethren in Christ.
•
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Footnotes
'Dr. Martin Schrag lists the following
doctrinal "affirmations" in the December
1986 Brethren in Christ History and Life, "A
Historical Survey of Brethren in Christ
Hermeneutics," pp. 203 and 224:1780,1881,
1915, 1924, 1937, and 1961. The source he
used for 1881 was Origin, Confession of
Faith and Church Government . . . of the
Brethren in Christ . . . 1871-1887 Inclusive,
(Wooster, OH: "Democrat" Print, 1881). I
used a later print, Origin, Confession of
Faith and Church Government . . . of the
Brethren in Christ . . .
1871-1887Inclusive,
(Abilene, KS: "Daily Gazette Book and Job"
Print, 1887), hence my use of the date 1887.
2
In the paper, page numbers refer to the
Manual edition under discussion.
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Energized to Evangelize

Cooperative Parenting
—

It all started with a dream. A new
Brethren in Christ Church in Franklin County, Pa., didn't seem necessary, because the county was already
heavily populated with evangelical
churches. However, a rapidly growing residential community was discovered west of Chambersburg that
seemed to be on the fringes of evangelical church ministry.
The Allegheny Conference Board
for Evangelism and Church Planting met with the pastors of five
Brethren in Christ congregations located in close proximity to Chambersburg. The possibility of five
churches cooperating to give birth to
one new church was introduced.
At the respective council meetings
of the Air Hill, Chambersburg, Mt.
Rock, New Guilford and South Mountain congregations early in 1986,
commitments were made to cooperatively sponsor a new church in the
Chambersburg area. Financial budgets were adopted at the council meetings, and the combined total designated for the project was slightly
higher than what was initially projected—adequate to support a church
planting ministry with a full-time
pastor.
A steering committee was formed,

by Devon Bontrager

composed of the pastor and a lay
representative from each of the five
sponsoring congregations, and the
Allegheny Conference church developer. The committee came together
with a mixture of vision, interest,
uncertainty, and some apprehension.
However, as the steering committee
continued to meet, and as plans progressed, apprehension and uncertainty decreased as a combined vision and excitement increased.
Almost miraculously, a plot of
4 1/5 acres of ground was made
available for a price approximately a
third of the appraised value. The
land is strategically located within
the rapidly growing housing developments. Sensing a unique opportunity, the five sponsoring churches
continued in the role of responsible
parenting and, through 35 individual donors, raised $50,000 in cash
and two-year commitments to purchase the land for the new church.
Rev. W. Edward Rickman accepted the invitation to serve as
church planting pastor of the West
Side Brethren in Christ Church and
assumed pastoral duties August 1,
1986. Nearly 200 people gathered
August 13 on the land soon to
become the property of the West

A ground-breaking ceremony was held Dec. 14,1986, on the site of the proposed
West Side Brethren in Christ Church, with 57 people participating. Plans are to begin
construction of Phase 1 of a long-range three-phase building program.
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Side Church and shared in celebration as the Rickman family was
introduced and as Ed was installed
as pastor.
Here is what the pastoral leadership of the parent congregations
have to say about involvement in
giving birth to a new Brethren in
Christ Church.
"Our congregation has been blessed. We shared people with the new
church, and several new families
have been added to Air Hill. We are
contributing financially, and our
local budget has received greater
support." (William Baublitz, pastor)
"The Chambersburg Church is
fully involved in the nearby church
planting. The congregation showed
commitment and followed up with
prayer and financial support. Such
expanding vision keeps the church
growing." (Graybill Brubaker, pastor)
"The idea of planting a new church
in the Chambersburg area caught on
rapidly at Mt. Rock. The congregation began investing time, talent,
finances, and prayer. The result? The
Mt. Rock congregation is experiencing growth." (John Schock, pastor)
"It has been exciting to see God
move on the hearts of his people, in
the lives of a pastor and his family
and in the hearts of individuals from
the new community. New Guilford
is experiencing increased giving and
an enlarged budget for Cooperative
Ministries since participating in the
church planting." (Maurice Bender,
pastor)
"South Mountain Chapel has
found involvement in church planting very rewarding. William Gruver
represents the congregation enthusiastically and encourages commitment. It's great to be a part of the
West Side church planting and to see
God work through cooperative parenting." (Roger Witter, pastor)
Pastor Rickman comments, "The
West Side Brethren in Christ Church
becoming a reality, largely because
of the five sponsoring congregations.
The 'hands on' ownership of the parent churches has provided a steering
committee which has given structure
and leadership and specific prayer
support for the church planting minEvangelical Visitor

istry. The sponsoring congregations
have offered choice people to be a
part of the new church and have
provided family' for the church planting pastoral family. The joint venture has provided a catalyst between
the six congregations. Cooperative
parenting is a model I can highly
recommend."
In addition to the church developer and the pastors identified above,
the following congregational representatives serve on the steering committee: Avery Zook, Air Hill; Allen
Conrad, Chambersburg; Walter
Grove, Mt. Rock; Ken Kipe, New
Guilford, and Bill Gruver, South
Mountain.
Personnel support from the parent congregations can also be of significant value to church planting
ministry. Five Brethren in Christ
families residing in the area of the
new West Side Church sensed the
Holy Spirit leading them to identify
with the new church and to involvement in the evangelistic ministry of
church planting. They, along with
several people from the community,
are meeting weekly with Pastor Rickman for planning, prayer and fellowship. Pastor Rickman is leading
his new congregation to involvement in ministering to their community, and impact is being made as
new interest is continually being
expressed in the new church.
The ministry of churches planting
churches is an exciting and an effective method of evangelism. Communities are reached with the gospel
of Jesus Christ that would not be
reached if a new church would not
have been planted. The thrill of giving birth to a new church produces
enthusiasm in the parent church for
outreach and evangelism. Watching
a new church grow and helping it
develop in size and maturity enhances
ownership of evangelistic ministry in
one's home church program, as well.
God honors vision for and commitment to the evangelistic ministry of
church planting, and blesses the congregation that supports a new church
through finances and personnel.
Devon Bontrager is church developer
the Allegheny
Conference.
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Southern California news update
Etiwanda

Early in 1985, Jim Thomas became a member of the Alta Loma
Brethren in Christ Church. Jim was
actively involved in a community
Bible study in Etiwanda that had
grown into a house church. Some of
the other people in this Bible study
also attended the Alta Loma congregation.
Alta Loma pastor Bob Hempy
recognized Jim's ministry potential
and welcomed him into an associate
relationship as minister of discipleship and training. This proved to be
effective training ground for Jim and
after one year, he felt called to focus
his ministry on home territory. The
Alta Loma congregation affirmed his calling, blessed his response, and set free several key families to form a core group for a church
in Etiwanda.
A special service commissioned
the Thomas family, A1 and Kathy

Gould, Jim and Ann Mclain, Mike
and Denny Waddell, Fred and Jane
Spencer, Tom and Yolanda Andrews, and Jim and Sue Lemon to
this church planting effort, which is
under the direction of the General
Conference Board for Evangelism
and Church Planting.
The first worship service was January 25, 1987, with 55 people in
attendance. Jim serves as pastor of
the new church while continuing to
work as a building inspector for the
city of Alta Loma.
Pastor Bob Hempy and the Alta
Loma congregation affirm this new
church and speak of their joy in
being able to contribute through
training and personnel. The Alta
Loma church is also presently doing
some area demographic work and
envisions another new church beginning in 1988.

Walnut

Walnut is the fastest growing city
in Los Angeles County. The potential ministry area for the present
Walnut Brethren in Christ Church
includes a population of 100,000
people. The immediate ministry community numbers 16,000 people, of
which 5,000 are first- and secondgeneration Koreans. In the newest
elementary school in this city, 47
percent of the children are Asian
(Chinese or Korean).
In 1985, the Walnut Brethren in
Christ Church were awakened to
their multi-cultural community when
four Korean families participated in
their summer camping program.
They continued to be involved in
general congregational programs
and events for approximately six
months. But a "growing cultural tension" within the congregation resulted in a gradual dispersion of
these families.
Frequent Korean visitors to the

worship services continued to sensitize the Walnut congregation and
pastor Sam Fisher to their responsibility to hurdle the cultural barrier
and minister to these people. An
"availability" mentality grew. God
blessed that openness by leading
Joon-hong and Irma Chon to this
church.
Joon is a student at Fuller, and
has chosen to do his student intern
field service with the Walnut Brethren in Christ Church. Joon and
Irma's ministry includes developing
and leading Bible studies for firstand second-generation Koreans. Having been made sensitive to the need
for these people to experience cultural freedom in their worship, the
Walnut congregation has welcomed,
affirmed, and encouraged them to
"grow their church" in the same
facility it uses—Ann Shaw, reporting for the Board for Evangelism
and Church Planting.
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An interview with
Don Zook, executive director
of the Board for World Missions
by Doug Stevick

Did you ever wonder just how
many missionaries the Brethren in
Christ have overseas? Or what the
executive director of the Board for
World Missions really does? Wonder
no longer! You will find answers to
these and other questions in this
interview done by Doug Stevick, a
member of the Grantham (Pa.)
church, as a part of Grantham's
Missionary of the Month program.

Doug: How many missionaries
are currently serving with Brethren
in Christ World Missions?
Don: Presently we have 95 missionaries on the continents of North
and South America, Europe, Asia,
and Africa. There are also an additional 26 Brethren in Christ personnel serving with other missions organizations.
To which nations do we plan to
expand within the next few years?
At the 1986 General Conference,
we received approval for starting
Brethren in Christ ministries in the
countries of Mexico, Spain, South
Africa, Malawi, and Thailand. At
this time, we are making preliminary
investigations about the need for
ministry in the countries of Bhutan
and Burma.
How do we determine where to
start an evangelistic outreach?
At our June 1986 Board for World
Missions meeting, we approved some
guidelines to assist us in deciding
where to start work in new countries. Among them are the leading of
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the Holy Spirit, the perceived needs
and receptivity of the nationals, and
the unusual suitability of the Brethren in Christ witness.
What are our long-range goals
when we enter a new country?
Our long-range goals are to establish fellowships of believers. We
thank the Lord whenever decisions
are made for Christ; however, we
feel that we have not fulfilled the
Great Commission which Christ has
given to us unless we also plan for
the discipling of believers and provide for teaching to observe all things
which Christ commanded. We therefore feel our goal is not accomplished until groups of fellowshipping believers (congregations) are
established.
You were once a missionary to
Africa. How has the
situation
changed there since your service in
the late 1950s through the 1960s?
The national churches in Zambia
and Zimbabwe now is in control of
their own destiny. I feel very good
about the mature national leadership which has emerged among the
Brethren in Christ in these countries.
Also, church membership is growing
much more rapidly now than it did
in prior decades. There is more
active involvement in outreach into
urban areas and into new geographical areas.
What exactly are your responsibilities as executive director of the
Board for World Missions?
The Board for World Missions
has entrusted me with four main

responsibilities. I am the administrator of the missions office at Mount
Joy. I am responsible for communicating missions policy to the Church
at large. I sponsor appropriate recommendations to the Board for
World Missions for their approval.
And finally, I see that the directives
of the board are adequately implemented.
If I were a person thinking of missions work, what steps and/ or training would I need to take?
Persons interested in service with
Brethren in Christ World Missions
need to pray and to consult with
their local congregations to receive
preliminary approval that this is the
Lord's will for them. Then they will
need to complete and return a Personnel Information Form. We invite
all to do this without any obligation
to Brethren in Christ World Missions. Finally, after interviews and
any necessary diagnostic tests are
given, we arrive at a mutual understanding with the prospective missionary in discerning the Lord's will
for further processing and a possible
assignment.
What can the Church do to inform
and teach the congregation about
missions?
Some of the things which we are
attempting to do now to fulfill our
responsibility of informing and teaching congregations about missions
are the following: publishing four
issues of Therefore and 12 issues of
the newsletter TODA Y each year,
preparing prayer materials each
month for our hundreds of World
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Christian Intercessors, and arranging for "real, live" contacts with our
various congregations. We presently
have at least one missionary or mission staff person making a missions
presentation in approximately 75%
of our congregations each year.
What are my responsibilities as
someone who stays at home?
All of us have the responsibility to
pray. The work of God really begins
at the place of prayer. Then all of us
should be willing to give generously
of the financial resources which our
good Lord has made available to us.
We also should be ready to witness
for the Lord Jesus Christ in the particular situation where God has
placed us. I am excited about the
new ministry to international students which we have initiated during
the previous year. I believe this experience of communicating friendship
and the gospel to people who have
come f r o m other backgrounds will
be a real privilege for many of us
who live in the United States.
What one thing would you want
to communicate to Brethren in Christ
persons about missions in the life of
the church?
I believe that one of the distinctives of the Brethren in Christ in the
20th century has been our deep
commitment to missions. Many of
our church leaders describe the Brethren in Christ as being distinctive
because we endeavor to integrate the
teaching of Anabaptism, Wesleyanism, Pietism, and Evangelicalism.
Another of the distinguishing marks
of the Brethren in Christ has been
the comparatively very large percentage of people who have served in
missions overseas. We also have
given a very generous and unusually
large proportion of our total offerings to ministry overseas. I believe
this deep commitment to overseas
missions on the part of church members will continue.
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od at work in our world
Ministry and Life
Mary Olive Lady—Zambia
I continue to enjoy part-time responsibilities with Sikalongo Bible Institute.
In January we move into the new fouryear curriculum. Each of the third-year
students, doing their internship, will be
leading a TEE (Theological Education
by Extension) Center. In addition to
coordinating these centers, I will be
teaching two courses— Youth and Children's Work and English—to the resident students.
Touching base with the local churches
through workshops helps to provide
balance and direction to the Christian
Education program. We also had a oneweek course for Sunday school leaders
during the first week of December.
There were over 30 participants representing a wide geographical area. The
course was a bringing together of presentations and materials that have been
developed and translated over a number
of years. The church is now requesting a
similar course in another location so
that more will be able to attend.
A good example of church growth is
taking place at Maamba Mine. During
the last two years, the main congregation has planted four thriving churches.
They are now supporting one of their
own men at Sikalongo Bible Institute
who will be returning to be their pastor.
Whenever there is transportation to
Maamba, our office sends cartons of
Bibles which are always sold immediately.
It has been a good year for visitors
bringing fresh input and encouragement
at times of need. Dr. Bob and Marilyn
Smith, sent by Brethren in Christ World
Missions, and Laurel Cocks from Missionary Internship served effectively as
resource persons for staff retreats. When
my sister and brother-in-law, John and
Ruth Engle, were here in May, we were
privileged to tour our mission points in
Zimbabwe as well as visiting in the
homes of Zambian friends.
Overseas visitors have also been helpful in carrying manuscripts back and
forth as Mary Heisey, with assistance
from Mrs. Hamulumbu at Messiah College, continues to check the translation.
This system has kept our project of
translating a four-year cycle of 32 Sun-

day school books on, or almost on,
schedule.
Recent months have not been without discouragements and setbacks: the
water pump and engine stolen from
Sikalongo; long months of processing in
vain for a telephone; and riots in the
urban areas triggered by economic hardships. At these times I am especially
grateful for the resources and spiritual
perspective found in the cross-cultural
community of Christians here at Sikalongo.

Senegal update 1987
Judy Smith—Senegal
The first three weeks in January were
spent in meetings, establishing Senegal
as an independent International Christian Fellowship (ICF) field. Now we
have a constitution. During this time
(about 10 days) the ICF General Director, Merle Inninger, was here. Also Phil
Parshall, a missionary with ICF who
has written four books on Muslim evangelism based on experience in Bangladesh, was here to see our set-up and help
us plan some strategy. So, as a mission,
we feel a bit more organized than we did
two months ago. We've had our vision
of reaching Wolof Muslims rekindled.
(It's easy to get sidetracked here. A
number of missionaries have started
with the express purpose of ministering
in Wolof, but they've ended up using
French.) We have a lot of research to do
before we start setting up reading centers in neighboring towns. Our Wolof
classes tapered off for two months, but
beginning this week we aim to put in 25
hours each week.
Steve Vannah's mother died January
22nd. He decided to take early furlough,
ans so the family flew to Maine on the
28th. We did a lot of work in those six
days. There were many business items to
discuss since Steve is Field Leader. Also
he was treasurer—so in one night we
learned how to keep the books! Pray for
the Vannahs. They've had a hard term—
they were the first couple here for ICF
and did the pioneering work. Steve,
especially, was mentally and emotionally tired, so in some ways it is good this
continued

on page 20
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God and the Nations—Part VI

Melting pot or
How would you feel if you were
about to move permanently to another country? Some of us get excited about a tourist trip to other
peoples—others panic at the thought
of even this. But to become a stranger
in another land, learning another
language, and leaving our people
behind is another story.
For one reason or another, people
have been doing this even before
Abraham was called to leave Ur.
The process continued in reverse as
the Children of Israel became a
nation and God called on them to
care for strangers among them. We
get a very revealing glimpse of God's
heart for the nations if we look at the
way he told his people to treat those
who came to live with them. He said,
"You shall not oppress a stranger;
you know the heart of a stranger, for
you were strangers in the land of
Egypt" (Ex. 23:9 RSV). "When a
stranger sojourns with you in your
land, you shall not do him wrong.
The stranger who sojourns with you
shall be to you as the native among
you, and you shall love him as yourself' (Lev. 19:33-34 RSV). "For
the assembly, there shall be one statute for you and for the stranger who
sojourns with you, a perpetual statute throughout your generations; as
you are, so shall the sojourner be
before the Lord" (Num. 15:15-16
RSV). In the New Testament, Jesus
said that when the faithful welcomed
strangers, they were welcoming him
(Matt. 25:35).
Should these precepts not take on
This is the sixth article in a series
by Grace Holland.
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fresh meaning for us today as we see
the many "strangers" among us? We,
like the Israelites, need to be reminded that our forebears were also
foreigners in the land. The fact that
our families have been around a little
longer gives us no room to look
askance at the new strangers.
Our eyes are not deceiving us
when we seem to see many new
names and faces. A look at the latest
U.S. census (1980) shows that out of
a total population of 226 million,
more than 14 million are foreign
born. Three million of these come
from Mexico and more than one
million from the West Indies. Germany and Italy have contributed
almost a million each; Philippines,
500,000; England, Poland, and Russia more than 400,000 each; Korea
and China each almost 300,000; and
Vietnam, Japan, Greece, and India
each more than 200,000.
Truly there are strangers among
us! We console ourselves that they
will soon learn English and become
absorbed into American culture. But
the facts do not bear this out. As
mission researcher Peter Wagner
says, America is much more like a
stew pot than a melting pot. According to Wagner, writing in Our Kind
of People, 43.6 percent of American
citizens identify themselves as being
ethnics. Census figures show that
almost two million people speak no
English, and three and a half million
speak it poorly. That makes one out
of every 66 or so people unable to
communicate well in English. But
perhaps the best indication of the
fact that so many still keep their
identity, even in the stew pot, is the

number of people who speak a language other than English at home.
Look at the breakdown of these 23
million people who still speak their
own languages with their families:
Spanish
3,665,000
German
770,000
French
759,000
Italian
744,000
Polish
374,000
Chinese
186,000
Philippine
162,000
Japanese
147,000
Greek
146,000
Portugese
128,000
Yiddish
127,000
Why is this so. significant for people concerned about "the nations"?
It is because in North America we
have the nations next door and
across the street. When people move
or make other changes, they are
more open to finding new points of
faith and objects of worship. They
also become links to their home
countries. In an earlier article we saw
that most evangelical churches in
Spain were started by Spaniards
converted in Chicago. Perhaps there
is more travel back to the "old country" than we are aware of. On one
occasion, my husband and I were
chatting in a Polish restaurant with
the waitress. We referred to a recent
visit to Poland by the pope and were
surprised when the waitress said
simply, "I saw him there."
Whom should we as Brethren in
Christ be concerned about? Since we
cannot plant churches among all
these groups, which ones should
claim our attention? In terms of race,
blacks make up the largest ethnic
group among us. What can we do to
Evangelical Visitor
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stew pot?
by Grace Holland

encourage our two congregations
which contain many black members
and also to make our churches more
comfortable for people of this race?
Would we be willing to have other
blacks affiliate with us, yet continue
to worship in their own style if they
so desired?
Spanish-speaking people are rapidly on the increase among us. There
are more Hispanics in Los Angeles
than in any country in Central America. It is encouraging that we have
churches involving these people in
the four states which have the highest Spanish-speaking populations—
California, Texas, New York, and
Florida. In view of the great influx of
Hispanics, would the Lord have us
take these churches more deeply on
our hearts and pray for more rapid
winning of these ethnic peoples?

Never say you had
no opportunity to
disciple the
nations. Today in
North America,
we have the
nations next door
and across the
street.
April 1987

Perhaps some of the most needy
are American Indians. As we rejoice
over the deepening of the Navajo
Church in New Mexico and the ministry to Cree Indians at Timber Bay,
should we be thinking of church
planting with another of the 500
tribes still in existence? What about
the 11,000 Indians in Oklahoma
city, not too distant from our brethren there?
It seems clear that Italians in
Toronto (a city second only to Rome
in Italian population) are more receptive to the gospel than they have
ever been. Also receptive are the
more recent immigrants from Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, and Korea.
We have cared for some of them in
our congregations. Have we made
adequate provision for them to understand, receive Christ, and worship in
their own languages and groups?
Should we have special concern for
ethnic groups related to our overseas
churches? What about the 49,000
Japanese people in Los Angeles and
the 46,000 Asian Indians in New
York? What about the thousands of
African students among us? As we
become stronger and stronger World
Christians, God can help us see the
potential and trust him for direction
as to where our energies should be
spent.
But we should not just wait for
our denominational boards to plant
churches. We can do something ourselves about the strangers among us.
The possibilities of sharing the good
news with them are exciting. We
need to know wise ways of approaching them. You can get the book
Heirs of the Same Promise (MARC,

919 W. Huntington Dr., Monrovia,
CA 91016) and study this. You can
make the needs of ethnic people
whom you touch the subject of
prayer so that God's Spirit is working in them and in you. Take opportunities to receive them as friends in
the community. Volunteer for jobs
that particularly help ethnic people
or that bring you into contact with
them. Find out which peoples are
most numerous in your area and
whether there are Bible studies or
churches they are comfortable in.
Write to the missions office for a
slide presentation on reaching international students. Encourage the
Board for Evangelism and Church
Planting to consider ethnic groups.
Tell them of needy people near you
who need a church.
Build bridges with the people you
meet. Get them to teach you some of
their language and customs. Ask
them to show you their kinds of food
and art. Continue to pray about how
to share the most precious thing you
have. Be ready to answer questions
about your faith and your conduct
as a Christian. Be prepared to show
your friends how to exercise faith in
Christ when they are ready. Continue to pray about how they can
worship where they are comfortable.
Consider how they might be encouraged to reach out to their own people. Picture a functioning group of
Vietnamese or Spanish or Indian
Christians within your own congregation or sharing your church building.
Never say you had no opportunity
to disciple the nations. The nations
are at your door.
•
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furlough is early. It also means they get
back to the field earlier.
Meanwhile, there are two couples left,
the Mullers and us. Pray for us as we get
back into language studies and as we
interview people as part of our research
on the culture. We're trying to find ways
of relating to the Wolof which show that
we are sensitive to their culture and
value them as people. We don't want to
be offensive; so we'll study things like
appropriate dress, family structures,
morals, religious ceremonies, societal
values, etc. Learning the language and
studying the culture are our two main
goals. Val Muller will be overseeing the
translation of a correspondence course
from French to Wolof. After it's trans-

u

I enjoy the
1
hands-™
—Dwight Regier, MCC Brazil

Vegetable a n d goat
projects are one way to
serve those with the fewest
resources. A g workers
Janet and Dwight Regier of
Newton, Kan., work with
people for whom a milk
goat c a n mean healthy,
rather than malnourished,
children.
In 1987 MCC needs 171
new full-time volunteers to
share the struggles and
satisfaction of work in
agriculture, nursing,
teaching, economic and
community development •
a n d other assignments "In
the name of Christ."

Mennonite
Central
Committee
Mennonite Central
Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street
Box M
Akron. PA 17501
MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
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lated it must be read by four to six people who speak Wolof, and then fieldtested. It's a long process, but we'd like it
done this year.
Continue to pray for Yama who
comes every Saturday to speak English
with Jay. He's a good thinker, very
serious, and seems so open. A good
potential leader! Pray! Mangane comes
almost every day to our home and goes
to church every Sunday. For many of
these young men, it's the fear of persecution and rejection which keeps them
from taking the step of faith. Usually
there is persecution, but it doesn't last
long (six months to one year), and the
family accepts them back.
Thank you for your prayers. Although
we aren't into evangelism yet, what
we're doing now must be done well:
learning the language and culture. If we

"

can't communicate, we will never be
very effective. We work hard now so
that in the future, when we do start
evangelizing, we will be able to see fruit
and have an effective work built on a
good foundation.

A conversion discipling
ministry
Condensed from "No Regrets" by Joe
and Marietta Smith

(Joe and Marietta Smith have had a
very unique ministry with international
university students in Delhi, India. Recently they left their home in India to
makeanew home in the U.S.A. Prayfor
them as they continue to minister crossculturally whenever God opens doors.)
In 1985, after farewelling seven spiritual sons and daughters to America,
Australia, Africa and to various parts of
India, we entered into some of the most
disciplined months of our lives. Two
definitive papers were written by us: a
20-page research paper on the forms of
Buddhism, and a more than 30-page
treatise, "A Pulling Together of Our
Learning-on-the-Job" during the last 35
years in India.
Both the Delhi Centre and the Pennington Mountain Centre are study centers for leading new converts (and more
mature Christians) into an "individualized discipling" which involves verbalizing to explain a person's cultural and
religious backgrounds, and analyzing
how a person lives in culture. We tell
students, "If you aren't writing, how do
we know that you are thinking?"
Eighteen student position papers were
written and presented weekly throughout the academic year by members of
the Student Centre. The titles of the
position papers are self-explanatory, and
we've never found a more productive
methodology for discipling: "Once I
Knew the Truth, I Took the Risk,"
"Coming out of Hinduism," "Intercepted," "Coming into Christ," "My First
Easter," and "What He Has Begun, He
Will Complete."
Throughout the whole academic year,
we've been helping students to analyze
how they came to belief and stepped out
of Hinduism, Animism, Bonism, Nominalism, Islam, Copticism, Atheism,
Agnosticism, and freethinking of various forms.
Working cross-culturally is not easy,
and we are, ourselves, perennial students of how to apply the gospel in culture when we are "working the whole
waterfront."
•
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Pontius'
Puddle

OOR CHURCH CALLED A SPECIAL
MEETING T O CtGORE OOT WHY
WE- C A N ' T G E T ANY O F T H E THINGS
D O N E T R A T W E P L A N \N O O R
COMMITTEE!
MEETINGS.

DID Y O O
C O f A E T O ANY
CONCLOiSIONSf
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Bulletins and newsletters reprinting "Pontius' Puddle" from the
Visitor must pay $5 for each use
to Joel Kauffmann, 111 Carter
Road, Goshen, IN 46526.

Mennonite Your Way
Directory V released
Mennonite Your Way Directory V,
hospitality directory for 1987-1989, is
now available. The new release includes
2,200 North American host listings from
47 states and 8 provinces and 215 international listings from 54 countries. The
blue and magenta cover photographically represents the variety of MYW
users and styles of fellowship. The directory's listings and features fill nearly 100
pages.
Travelers and hosts will find regular
features in Directory V: host listings,
noting types of accommodations and
family characteristics; guidelines for
hosts and guests, centerspread map of
important Menno-related places to visit, and a sprinkling of articles and ads.
"What-To-Sees" appear in expanded

Ministerial training
the agenda for
special committee
Ministerial training has been a concern of the Brethren in Christ for many
years. In the past, the cost of developing our own seminary seemed prohibitive. However, creative ways have been
found to provide training opportunities for our ministers: identifying a list
of approved seminaries; providing financial aid for persons receiving training in those institutions; opportunities
at Messiah College; specialized core
courses; a Personal Study Program.
The Board for Ministry and Doctrine, having been charged with these
concerns, continues to ask serious ques-
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form, featuring 49 community profiles.
This issue highlights two communities:
Reedley, California (San Joaquin Valley) and Waterloo County, Ontario,
Canada. A new feature, the Swap and
Share section, lists 390 items offered for
exchange—from homes to quilt patterns.
Feature articles appeal to the mature,
the young, the fit, the nostalgic, and the
curious. Peter Dyck outlines the stages
of travel preparation in "Highways are
Happyways." "Traveling—a Family Affair" includes travel strategies and activities for children and grownups. The 30day wellness calendar lists spiritual and
physical fitness tips for travelers. Marie
Wiens has compiled a "MYW-er Profile" based on user survey responses. The
travel diary of Bishop Raymond
Charles recounts one couple's pilgrimage across the brotherhood using Mennonite Your Way. An introductory article traces MYWs growth through its

tions about the quality and extent of
our program for ministerial training.
Recently, in a team effort with the
Board of Bishops, a discussion forum
was arranged for Brethren in Christ
educators and other interested people.
About 35 persons gathered in the
Grantham Church library on December 4 to explore needs and possible
solutions.
Out of that discussion forum two
concerns surfaced: (1) That before
going too far toward establishing a
particular model for ministerial training, someone will need to explore in
depth the question, What are the primary qualities we should seek to develop in Brethren in Christ ministers?
(2) That we begin by thoroughly exploring with Messiah College administrators the feasibility of developing an

first decade as the kitchen table project
of the Leon Stauffer family.
Leon and Nancy Stauffer, co-originators of the hospitality directory, are
gratified that Mennonite Your Way is
still thriving after ten years. Recent user
survey responses reveal a vigorous grassroots movement. As society becomes
more depersonalized and fastpaced,
MYW users are quietly creating a counter movement. Families and individuals
share themselves, their homes and their
time because they prize the exchange.
Nancy comments: "We feel satisfied that
contacts are being made across Mennonite and other denominational lines."
Copies of Mennonite Your Way Directory V are available for $9.00 per
copy; $15.00 for two copies (PA residents add 6% tax). For more information or to obtain a copy of the directory,
write to Mennonite Your Way, Box
1525, Salunga, PA 17538 or phone
(717) 653-9288

appropriate ministerial training model
in conjunction with the college.
It was agreed that the sponsoring
boards would appoint a committee to
pursue these issues. That committee
(Owen Alderfer and Harvey Sider
from the Board of Bishops, Luke
Keefer, Jr., and Roy Peterman from
the Board for Ministry and Doctrine,
with Don Shafer, General Secretary)
met with college administrators (President Ray Hostetter and Dean David
Brandt). After a careful look at the
profile of persons coming to the Brethren in Christ ministry, the committee
began the work of designing a recommended ministerial training model that
addresses their needs. They will prepare conclusions and recommendations for the July 1987 meeting of the
Board for Ministry and Doctrine.
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Allegheny Conference
Three persons were baptized following morning
worship Feb. 15 at the Air Hill church, Chambersburg, Pa. • The Antrim congregation, Chambersburg, sponsored the Cumberland Valley Mission Festival, Feb. 2-Mar. 1 on the theme "Till the
Whole World Knows . . . Jesus Is Lord!" Dr.
Wesley Duewel was speaker, with Kevin Witter
directing a combined choir for the cantata, "Go
Tell the World." • The Good Samaritan class of
the Big Valley congregation, Belleville, Pa., enjoyed their annual oyster supper on Feb. 21.
Dr. Ray Ortlund was with the Carlisle, Pa.,
congregation Feb. 21-25. He, his wife Anne, and
daughter Sherry (not along on this trip) have traveled worldwide in renewal ministries. • The Cedar
Grove congregation, Mifflintown, Pa., recently
contributed bags of groceries through MCC to

Director of Music Ministries
The Carlisle Brethren in Christ
Church is currently seeking a halftime director of music ministries.
Only persons with a vital Christian
experience will be considered.
The position involves leadership
and skill in direction of youth and
senior choirs and the direction of
youth and senior handbell choirs.
The deadline for application is
May 1,1987. Those desiring to apply
should request an application by writing to:
The Music Search Committee
Carlisle Brethren in Christ Church
1155 Walnut Bottom Road
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013

needy people in Philadelphia and New York City.
• A mortgage burning service was held Jan. 25 at
the Cedar Heights church Mill Hall, Pa, celebrating full payment on the church and property dedicated in 1972. Honored guests were Bishop and
Mrs. Kipe; Rev. and Mrs. Clarence Brubaker; and
Wayne Briggs, bank loan officer; and present pastoral couple, John and Mary Bundy.

Trustees Robert Merrill, Lewis Whitsel, and Mikel
Sheasley burn the mortgage while Pastor Bundy
watches from the pulpit.

The Chambersburg, Pa., congregation Advancement Ministries sponsored an Art Crafts Auction
on Mar. 9, complete with lunch stand and foodstuffs sale. Dr. Ed Kuhlman was Rally Day
speaker on Mar. 1. The Wheaton College Glee
Club sang Mar. 13. • Lane Hostetter was speaker
for the Dillsburg, Pa., congregation's Valentine
banquet on Feb. 14. • The Fairview Ave. congregation, Waynesboro, Pa., spent the evening of
Feb. 15 writing letters to missionaries. A Friendship Evangelism seminar with Arthur McPhee
took place Feb. 27-28.
Missionaries Ray and Darlyss Kipe spoke during morning worship Feb. 8 to the Five Forks
congregation, Waynesboro, Pa. The MCC film
"African Voices" was viewed on Feb. 18. • Four-

Full Time Ministry
Opportunity
The Board for Congregational Life is seeking an Associate for
Field Services to serve in the Atlantic Conference. This person
would provide resource, facilitate communication, and give administrative leadership to the varied areas of congregational life within
the churches of the Atlantic Conference (i.e. music, worship, Christian education, youth, etc.). This person would also work closely
with the camping ministry of Kenbrook Bible Camp and Retreat
Center and should have knowledge, interest, and skills accordingly.
Please send applications and resumes by April 25 to:
Ken Letner, Executive Director
P.O. Box 163
Mount Joy, PA 17552
For more information, you may call (717) 653-9321.
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teen new members were received recently into the
Grantham, Pa., congregation. On Mar. 4, Christian education workers participated in a seminar
on the topics, "Classroom Management in a
Christian Setting" and "Reaching Out—Beyond
Ourselves." • A revival with Luke Keefer was held
Feb. 15-22 with the Granville congregation, Lewistown, Pa.
On Feb. 13, the teenage class of the Marsh
Creek congregation, Howard, Pa., met for an
evening of taffy pulling and games. Thirty-seven
couples attended a sweetheart banquet with Curtis
Bryant, speaker. • Plans are under way for the
Martinsburg, Pa., congregation to participate in a
community "Inter-Church Crusade for Christ"
with Dr. Myron Augsburger as speaker. Pastor
Earl E. Herr is serving as executive secretary. Luke
Keefer, Jr., spoke to the congregation Feb. 22 as
representative of the Board for Ministry and
Doctrine.
Dr. Leo Thornton, president of Western Evangelical Seminary, spoke to the Mechanicsburg,
Pa., congregation on March 29. Pastor Ken
Hepner attended the Christian Holiness Association Convention at the end of the month. • The
video tape of the 1986 General Conference was
viewed by the Messiah Village congregation,
Mechanicsburg, on Feb. 15. A display of Conference banners was also on display outside the
chapel. • On Feb. 11, the Christ Crusaders of the
Montgomery congregation, Mercersburg, Pa.,
sponsored an evening service by the Antrim Singers. The Living Miracles from Camp Joy-El sang
on March 1.
The Morning Hour Chapel congregation, East
Berlin, Pa., participated in the Brethren in Christ
sports tournament at Messiah College, Mar. 1321. Four persons recently received perfect Sunday
school attendance recognition. • On Feb. 1,
Devon Bontrager, director of Allegheny Conference church planting, showed the film, "Planned
Parenthood" to the Mt. Rock congregation, Shippensburg, Pa., about how a church can bring a
new congregation to life. • A new Ken Anderson
film, "The Anointing," was shown Feb. 15 to the
New Guilford congregation, Chambersburg, Pa.
John and Lucille Grabill, missionaries to Japan,
were with the congregation on Mar. 1.
Irene Pomeroy, former Catholic and member of
the Roseglen congregation, Duncannon, Pa.,

Help Wanted
Paxton Street Home, a 75-bed
personal care boarding home,
needs a food service director.
We are looking for a committed Christian who will serve sacrificially in a Christian ministry to
disadvantaged people.
Direct inquires to:
Charles L. Lehman
2001 Paxton Street
Harrisburg, PA 17111
Phone (717) 236-5508
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spoke in February, revealing how God met her
needs through the work of the Holy Spirit and the
testimonies of believers. The youth enjoyed a taffy
pull on Feb. 14. • The Pleasant View congregation, Red Lion, Pa., reports that games, refreshments, a barber shop quartet, and great fellowship
made the couples' Valentine social a success.
Fred and Grace Holland, now of Ashland,
Ohio, conducted a missionary service recently for
the Spring Hope congregation, Everett, Pa. • In
February, Rev. Simon Lehman of the West Shore
congregation, Enola, Pa., initiated a verse-byverse study of 1 John on Sunday evenings. • The
West Side congregation, Chambersburg, Pa.,
planned a volunteer "church raising" for Mar. 7,
coordinated by Leon Burkholder. A plea was circulated to area churches for help. (See the article
on pages 14-15.)

Atlantic Conference
Members of the Cross Roads congregation, Mt.
Joy, Pa., had their first orientation meeting March
1 to prepare for SWAP—Sharing With Appalachian People—a summer service project in Harland, Ky. • The winter council of the Elizabethtown, Pa., congregation decided that growth
changes in the future should include: (1) a workable schedule to add a second Christian education
hour and (2) a plan for one more facility expansion
at the present location. • The Women's Alive
group of the Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa.,
sponsored a craft night on Feb. 23.
Hess Brubaker was guest speaker for the Feb.
13 youth banquet at the Fellowship Chapel church,
Bronx, N. Y. The congregation has said farewell to
the dedicated ministry of Scott and Mimi Heisey,
who have moved to Columbus, Ohio. On Mar. 13,
Lura Mumma brought her instruments and music
talent to club night. • Twenty persons were welcomed on Feb. 1 as charter members of the new
Hershey, Pa., congregation. The congregation is
progressing in their search for land.
An average worship attendance of 50 marked
the month of January for the Holden Park congregation, Orlando, Fla. Three couples of the congregation have formed a prayer group for the
needs of the church. • The Messiah College music
ministry Spirit Sound sang in the Feb. 8 morning
worship of the Hummelstown, Pa., congregation.
Members are participating in the "50 Days to
Open My Home to Christ" Chapel of the Air
adventure. Feb. 22 was a full Youth Day, including afternoon group activities, and an evening
film.
The Lancaster Boy's Stockade Pinewood Derby
was held Feb. 11. The film "Twice Given," the true
story of evangelist Tom Williams, was shown to
the congregation Feb. 15. • Forty-four teams
representing 25 Brethren in Christ churches participated recently in a co-ed volleyball tournament at
the Manor church, Mountville, Pa. Dr. Dennis
Kinlaw, president of Asbury College and senior
editor of Christianity Today, led a Spiritual Life
Conference, Feb. 8-13. On Sunday mornings, Feb.
15-Mar. 29, the congregation had an "Elijah" oratorio and sermon series featuring Nick Frey as
Elijah.
On the morning of Feb. 15, a 17-minute slide
and tape presentation on Senegal was shown to
the Mastersonville congregation, Manheim, Pa. •
Twenty-one-year-old Heike Quiring from Neuwied, Germany is with the Mt. Pleasant congregation, Mt. Joy, Pa., on the MCC Visitor Exchange
program. On Youth Sunday, Feb. 22, Jay Evans
of Youth for Christ brought the morning message.
• The Palmyra, Pa., congregation received three
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Camp Freedom 1987
Camp Freedom 1987, St. Petersburg,
Fla., convened for its 25th anniversary
meetings Jan. 21-Feb. 1. Extensive renovations, supervised by caretakers Leroy
and Jean Minor, included recarpeting of
the platform and altar areas, reupholstering of the tabernacle benches
by the George Kipes, redecorating of the
dining hall, and placement of plant and
flower arrangements.
A number of people sought the Lord
at the altar in evening services under the
preaching of James Sullivan and John
Rosenberry. New vacationers in the
area contributed to a 4.6 percent increase in overall attendance. The Edwards family ministered in music. Their

son Jonathan, became ill the final weekend. The people generously gave $1800
toward expenses for his appendectomy.
While in the hospital, he led an elderly
man to Christ.
A missions day featured spokespersons from OMS International and the
Brethren in Christ. A special anniversary event was the presentation of a new
book, Free Indeed, by camp director
Simon Lehman, Jr. With more than 90
pictures, the book gives a history of
Camp Freedom since its purchase by the
Brethren in Christ. Free Indeed is available for $5.95 plus 50c postage from
Simon Lehman, 1465 Orrs Bridge Road,
Enola, PA 17025.

members on Feb. 8. A Leighton Ford film, "Why
God Uses Ordinary People," was viewed in the
evening. Charles and Elaine Norman were with
the congregation for a week of revival services in
March.
Youth Emphasis Week, Feb. 15-21 at the
Pequea church, Lancaster, Pa., included birthday
and roller skating parties; gym, YFC, and talent
nights; and a teen banquet. • The Washington
Bible College Concert Choir presented a sacred
concert Feb. 21 at the Refton, Pa., church. "Confessions of a Struggling Saint" was the theme of
Mar. 8-11 meetings led by Stuart Kelly of Dublin,
Va. His messages dealt with relieving the guilt for
Christians whose faith has become more of a
burden than a burden lifter.
A March 3 luncheon for senior citizens of the
Shenks congregation, Elizabethtown, Pa., was
one event of Mar. 1-8 Deeper Life Services. Luke
Keefer, Sr., addressed the group about the spiritual needs of those in retirement. Eugene Wingert, director of Kenbrook Bible Camp, shared
with the Junior Sunday School and congregation,
Mar. 22, about the fun of camping. • On Feb. 8,
Paul Hostetler spoke during the Sunday school
hour to the Silverdale, Pa., congregation, helping
them catch the vision for missions and ministries
around the world.
The 46-voice Messiah College Concert Choir
directed by Larry Landis performed on Mar. 8 for
the Skyline View congregation, Harrisburg, Pa. •
The Speedwell Heights congregation, Lititz, Pa.,
enjoyed a Christian Workers Banquet on Feb. 22
and a "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner," Mar. 15.
• The men of the Stowe, Pa., congregation delighted the women with their culinary creations at a
Feb. 21 banquet.

tobogganing in February. Rev. Bedsaul Agee
preached in revival meetings beginning Feb. 23. •
On Mar. 1, the Cross Roads Memorial congregation, Guelph, Ont., celebrated their 25th anniversary of charter membership with special guests, the
Jubilation Quartet, and former pastors James
Sider and Wayne Schiedel.
The Pioneer Clubs of the Falls View congregation, Niagara Falls, Ont., sponsored a pancake
supper and bake sale on Mar. 10. • On Feb. 8, the
Fordwich, Ont., congregation held a consecration
service for two new deacons, Henry and Melinda
Metzger. • On Feb. 22, Lester Fretz showed the
Stanley Tam film "The Answer" to the Kindersley,
Sask., congregation. The congregation reports a
very successful Friday Fellowship program: Children's Club; BYKOTA youth (Be Ye Kind One To
Another); and adult Bible study.
The Lakeside Community congregation, meeting at Sundance School, Calgary, Alb., sponsored
a "Church and Future Events" seminar Feb. 8.
Other winter events included: Friendship Sunday,
child dedication, Library Day, and Charter Mem-

Canadian Conference
Five children were saved during the Junior
Church service Feb. 15 at the Bertie church, Stevensville, Ont. • The Bridlewood congregation,
Agincourt, Ont., enjoyed a fellowship meal Mar.
8. A Bridlewood choral group has formed, singing
the first time on Mar. 1. • The Juniors Class of the
Cheapside congregation, Nanticoke, Ont., met for

Sixth Annual
Heritage Service
Historic Ringgold
Meetinghouse,
Ringgold, Maryland
June 7, 1987
3:00 p.m.
Dr. Arthur Climenhaga will preach
t h e s e r m o n . E m e r s o n Frey will
lead t h e singing. C o m e share in
w o r s h i p , praise, and fellowship.
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bership Sunday. • The members of the North East
Community congregation, Calgary, Alb., are being
offered three evening Bible study opportunities: 17
lessons on the Gospel of Mark; a study of Luke
Keefer Jr.'s book on holiness, Everything Necessary, and 52 lessons on "Through the Bible in a
Year." On Mar. 1, a communion service included
the Thornhill Baptist Church Octet. Eleven persons were baptized in the evening.
E. J. Swalm and Walter Winger were honored
guests for the Feb. 22 30th Anniversary Celebration of the Port Colborne, Ont. congregation. The
day also included the Port Colborne choir, "new
faces" interviews, reflections by John Campbell,
and the Gilmore Trio. • February, family emphasis month at the Ridgemount church, Hamilton,
Ont., featured a Sunday evening video and discussion series, "At Home with the Family"; a one-day
conference on serving and relating to youth; a
women's secret pal night; and adult fellowship
bowling. Ridgemount hosted the quiz teams on
Mar. 1.
Rev. Ray Priddle registrar and chairman of
Biblical Studies and Theology at Emmanuel Bible
College, spoke on the holiness of God, Feb. 22, to
the Rosebank congregation, Petersburg, Ont. A
Mar. 6-8 Bible conference weekend took place
with Ruth and Eber Dourte. • The youth and
young adults of the Sherkston, Ont., congregation
enjoyed a ski trip to Kissing Bridge on Feb. 28.
Fathers and daughters who attended the Feb. 18
Pioneer Girls Valentine Party were asked to dress
in red.
The Springvale congregation, Waterford, Ont.,
hosted a Feb. 1 quiz meet. • On Feb. 26 at the
Wainfleet, Ont., church, a turkey dinner was the
menu for the Christian Service Brigade father-son
banquet. Grover Covington, most valuable football player for the Hamilton Tiger Cats, was
speaker. • The Welland, Ont., congregation reports an increase in membership, from 91 in 1985
to 119 in 1986. Bishop Sider spoke on the evening
of Feb. 8 about his trip in India. A reception
followed.

Central Conference
Daniel Glick, Holiness Church pastor from
Virginia, was Youth Week speaker for the Bethel

Writers Needed
Writers are being sought for new
junior-age club materials. The sixyear club program is being developed jointly by the General Conference Mennonite Church and the Mennonite Church. Qualifications required for writers are: experience
with children, grades 3-8 (preferably
in clubs or non-formal educational
settings), writing experience, and an
Anabaptist theological orientation.
Expertise in one of seven major club
areas is also helpful (self-understanding, social skills, creative expression,
basic living skills, spiritual awareness
and disciplines, service, and nature
awareness). Send resume and writing samples to Virginia A. Hostetler,
managing editor of junior-age clubs,
Mennonite Publishing House, 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683.
For more information contact: Virginia A Hostetler (412) 887-8500.
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congregation, Merrill, Mich., Feb. 11-15. • The
Christian Union congregation, Garrett, Ind., recently heard about missions to Spain from Prairie
Bible Institute graduate and missionary, Ruthie
Bieber. The DeKalb Co. chapter of the National
Federation for Decency gave a presentation on
Mar. 1. • A "How to Discover Your Spiritual
Gifts" workshop by Ken Gibson was held at the
Dayton church, Mar. 6-8, then again at Phoneton
Oh., Mar. 27-29.
The Fairview congregation, Englewood, Oh.,
reports a first quarter average adult Sunday school
attendance of 55 with all classes "bulging at the
seams." The congregation enjoyed a "Guess Who's
Coming to Dinner" on Mar. 22. • A special surprise of the Feb. 14 Sweetheart Supper of the
Highland congregation, West Milton, Oh., was a
birthday celebration for Pastor Ashby. Fifty-six
Highlanders recently enjoyed a bowling outing. •
The Nappanee, Ind., congregation's ladies fellowship meeting in February was on the theme "Collectables." The congregation enjoyed two special
Wednesday nights in March emphasizing aspects
of the Chapel of the Air 50-Day Adventure. The
evenings included games, crafts, and skits.
The Peace Chapel congregation, Ravenna, Oh.,
has formed a computer club with plans to finance
their own supplies and donate income to the
church. • The youth of the Pleasant Hill, Oh.,
congregation attended a Steve Camp concert on
Feb. 27. • The Children's Choir of the Rolling
Hills congregation, McMinnville, Tenn., sang a
medley of "heart" songs in the Feb. 15 morning
service. • The Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, Oh., participated in Relief Canning Week,
Feb. 9-13. • On Feb. 18, Bishop Alderfer led a
discussion for the Western Hills congregation,
Cincinnati, Oh., on how to disagree in a friendly
way. The Southern Ohio women's meeting was
held at the church on Mar. 7. Revival services with
Luke Keefer, Sr., took place Mar. 15-19.

Midwest Conference
The Abilene, Ks., congregation was joined by
persons from Zion and Rosebank for a Mar. 15
evening service by the Praise Puppeteers from
McPherson Central College. The congregation
has decided to sponsor special training and materials needed for persons wishing to be involved in
ministry to the illiterate. • The Bethany congregation, Thomas, Okla., has decided recently to
increase to four its number of deacons. They will
aid the pastor in the spiritual and shepherding
ministries. A van load of persons attended the
Mar. 6-7 Oklahoma Christian Education Association convention in Del City.
The Dallas Center, Iowa, congregation is having FUN (Family Understanding Nights) on Friday nights for parents of growing children. The
book for study is Heaven Help the Home. A new
member was received into the congregation on
Feb. 15. • The Mountain View congregation,
Colorado Springs, Colo., has adopted "Vision 87"
as its theme for the year. Pete and Mim Stern
visited the congregation on Feb. 11. • The Oak
Park congregation, Des Moines, Iowa, had a
Sunday evening series recently on "The Barnabas
Ministry." Implementation of the GRADE program is under discussion.
The Palm Valley congregation, right on the tip
of the Mexican border, in Pharr, Tx., recently
paid over half the fare for Louis Cober and Fannie
Longenecker to come for their very first mission
conference. • The Oklahoma City, Okla., congregation reports 68 percent participation in their

evangelistic initiative, RESCUE. This compares
with a mobilization of 10 percent in the average
congregation.
In preparation for late February revival meetings, the Rosebank congregation held pre-service
prayer periods on Sunday mornings. At least 12
persons committed themselves to fast one day a
week. • Feb. 20-21 were days for a couples retreat
for the Zion congregation, Abilene, Ks. Activities
included horseback riding, sledding, skating, and
tubing. Letters have gone out about the upcoming
October centennial celebration.

Pacific Conference
On Mar. 15, Ken Letner presented a seminar on
"Strengthening Family Life" to the Glendora congregation adults, San Dimas, Calif. Mar. 29 was
"love loaf" Sunday—a collection for world hunger
relief. • The Moreno Community congregation,
Moreno Valley, Calif., spent two Sunday evenings
talking about angels and demons: who, what, and
where are they? The women's guild had a potluck
meal in February and elected a new president.
While in the Northwest to represent the Brethren in Christ as a trustee of Western Evangelical
Seminary, Bishop Wenger was the guest of the
Pacific Highway Community congregation, Salem,
Ore. He brought messages in word and song and
stayed for a potluck meal on Feb. 1. There was a
teen bazaar and bake sale on Feb. 21.
The high school ministry team of the Riverside,
Calif., congregation reports that 26 teens came to a
"Coke Taste Test" recently. Efforts are being put
forth by workers to become acquainted with a
large number of teens, among whom the needs are
great. • Sharon and Robin were in concert the
evening of Feb. 15 at the Upland, Calif., church.
The Goldenagers enjoyed the handbell ministry at
their Mar. 13 meeting. The first men's Softball
practice was Mar. 8. (Ed. note: On that day, it was
over 70 degrees in northern Indiana. Upland, did
you beat that?)

Note: Congratulations to the Midwest Conference, which has had the largest percentage of
reporting congregations in the past two issues.

For the Record
Births
Allen: Christopher Scott David, Feb. 5; Scott
and Barbara (Schenk) Allen, Highland congregation, Oh.
Anderson: Kristin Michele, Nov. 25; Dave and
Janet Anderson, West Shore congregation, Pa.
Archer: Kenneth Scott, Feb. 13; Scott and
Kathy Archer, Ridgemount congregation, Ont.
Baer: Christopher David, Jan. 3; David and
Nancy Baer, Paramount congregation, Md.
Barry: Brandon Charles, Feb. 17; David and
Michele (Blubaugh) Barry, Antrim congregation,
Pa.
Besecker: Seth Eugene, Jan. 27; Kirk and Patti
Besecker, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
Bott: Shawn Richard, Feb. 6; Stephen and
Karen Bott, Fordwich congregation, Ont.

Evangelical Visitor

Crouse: Ryan Daniel, Jan. 26; Lynn and
Marilyn Crouse, Abilene congregation, Ks.
Funck: Wesley Ann, Feb. 16; Gary and Linda
Funck, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Hacker: Russell Ellis, Jan. 27; Harold and
Mary (Whittington) Hacker, Abilene congregation, Ks.
Hayes: Danielle Lynn, Feb. 7; Kevin and June
Hayes, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa.
Heefner: David Michael, Feb. 14; Michael and
Debbie (Ferich) Heefner, Mt. Rock congregation,
Pa.
Kibler: Logan Kye, Feb. 4; Wendell and Patricia (Raush) Kibler, Manor congregation, Pa.
Koons: Amanda Jade, Dec. 22; John and
Kandy Koons, Five Forks congregation, Pa.
Lamoure: Kevin Bryon, Aug. 28; Bryon and
Kathy (Lofthouse) Lamoure, Houghton congregation, Ont.
Lofthouse: Katie Ruth, Jan 27; Brian and Elizabeth (Sherk) Lofthouse, Houghton congregation, Ont.
MacSweyn: Ashley Dawn, Feb. 3; Bill and
Terri MacSweyn s Bertie congregation, Ont.
McCune: Sara Lynne, Jan. 22; David and
Teresa McCune, Pleasant View congregation, Pa.
Messick: Kimberly Ann, Feb 24; Dean and
Jean Messick, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa.
Misner: Matthew Gregory, Feb. 18; David and
Denise (Wingert) Misner, Antrim congregation,
Pa.
Musser: Benjamin David, Dec. 28; Harry and
Jane (Wolverton) Musser, Grantham congregation, Pa.
Schoonover: Sara Beth, Feb. 6; Ray and Cheryl
(Falls) Schoonover, Cedar Heights congregation,
Pa.
Seehrist: Rebecca Joy, Nov. 21; chosen daughter of Jeffrey and Constance Seehrist, Pleasant
View congregation, Pa.
Smith: Sasha Marie, Jan. 30; Diane Smith,
Pleasant View congregation, Pa.
Sollenberger: Neil Wenger, Jan. 22; Nelson
and Beverly (Wenger) Sollenerger, Mt Rock congregation, Pa.
Winger: Michael David, Jan. 22; Nancy and
Frank Winger, Welland congregation, Ont.
Yentsch: Alan, Feb. 5; Alan and Debbie Yentsch. Paramount congregation, Md.
Ziegler: Kevin Benjamin, Oct. 3; Dwight and
June (Musser) Ziegler, Cumberland Valley congregation, Pa.

Weddings
Gerlach-Mylin: Debra Sue, daughter of Robert
and Mary Mylin, Willow Street, Pa., and Michael
Robert, son of Earl and Pat Gerlach, Millersville,
Pa., Feb. 14 at the Pequea Brethren in Christ
Church.
Herr-Whitcraft: Holly Lynne, daughter of
Ruth Whitcraft and the late Roy G. Whitcraft, Sr.,
and Robert Christian II, son of C. Willis and
Martha Herr, Feb. 14 at the Manor Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. John Hawbaker officiating.
Hoffman-Hancock: Mary, daughter of Major
and Mrs. Pascal E. Hancock, and resident of
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Jacksonville, Ark., and David, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Glenn Hoffman of Palmyra, Pa., Feb. 14 in
North Little Rock, Ark.
Mendez-Zeigler: Jennifer Kaye Zeigler, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Paul C. Zeigler, Lancaster,
Pa., and Michael Orlando, son of John and Eida
Mendez, Lancaster, Feb. 14 at the Millersville
Mennonite Church.
Miller-Huisman: Tryntje Huisman and Cameron Miller, Kitchener, Ont., Dec. 20 in the
Bethany Missionary Church with Rev. D. E.
Illman and Dr. Thomas Dow officiating.
Stoops-Baugher: Deborah Susan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert Baugher, and Ray Dennis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stoops, Feb. 14 in
the Fairview Ave. Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Lynn Thrush officiating.
Weaver-Allman: Tammy, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Allman, Jr., Millersburg, Pa., and
Yohann, son of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Weaver,
Millersburg, Pa., Jan 24 at the Free Grace Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Luke L. Keefer,
Sr., officiating.

Obituaries
Brown: Henry Brown, born July 24,1902, died
Feb. 3. He is survived by his wife, Mary; four
children; three stepchildren; and many grandchildren and great-grandchildren. Henry attended
Pequea Brethren in Christ Church. Funeral services were held at the Reynolds Funeral Home,
Quarryville, Pa., with Rev. Gerald Wingert officiating. Interment was in the New Providence,
Pa., Mennonite Cemetery.
Burkholder: Susan Myers Burkholder, born
July 11, 1904, in Greencastle, Pa., died Feb. 8 in
Hagerstown, Md. She is survived by three sons,
three daughters, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. She had been a member of the Hollowell
Brethren in Christ Church since 1922. Her grandfather, Isaac Shank, built the original church
building. The funeral service was held at the Hollowell church with Rev. Robert Byers officiating.
Eyster: J. Roy Eyster, born in Thomas, Okla.,
June 25, 1917, died Dec. 1, 1986. He is survived by
his wife, Helen; three sons, Stanley, Delbert, and
Dwight; and four daughters, Norma Jean, Cynthia, Janice, and Judy. He was a member of the
Bethany Brethren in Christ Church, Thomas,
where services were held officiated by Rev.
Charles M. Rickel. Interment was in the Bethany
Cemetery.
Frymire: L. Margaret Frymire, born Oct. 20,
1926, to Lesin and Rosie Oldham in Altoona, Pa.,
died Feb. 16. She is survived by her husband,
Donald, whom she married in August 1949; one
son, Kenneth; three grandchildren; and one sister,
Mrs. Lois Bacastow. Mrs. Frymire joined the
Brethren in Christ Church at an early age and was
active in various Christian education and music
ministries. She earned masters degrees in Library
Science and Counseling, and taught at Jabbok
Bible School in Thomas, Okla., and in the public
schools in Custer, Okla. She had been a library
coordinator for the past eight and a half years.
Funeral services were held at Pharr, Tx., officiated
by Rev. Henry F. Landis, and at Thomas, Okla.,
officiated by Rev. Charles Rickel. Interment was
in Thomas, Okla.
Gayman: Alta M. Gayman, 92, born Feb. 5,
1894, the daughter of the late William H. and Ida
M. Stouffer West, died Jan. 5. She was preceded in
death by her first husband, Rev. Ebbert J. Stay-

man, her second husband, John S. Gayman, a son,
and a daughter. Surviving are a son, Wilbur W.
Stayman; a daughter, Elva Gutshall; 13 grandchildren; 24 great-grandchildren; 2 great-greatgrandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; 4 stepgreatgrandchildren; and a sister, Edna B. Stoops. The
funeral service was held at the Air Hill Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Ray Bert, Rev. A. G.
Brubaker, and Rev. Charlie Byers officiating.
Interment was in the Air Hill Cemetery.
Gish: Chester W. Gish, born June 6, 1903, in
Chapman, Ks., died Jan. 31 in Los Angeles, Calif.
He was a former member of the Abilene Brethren
in Christ Church and later a member of the Lake
Ave. Congregational Church, Pasadena. His wife,
Alta, preceded him in death in 1985. He is survived
by four daughters, Annette Clark, Joan Iwan,
Patti Gillespie, and Arbutus Dillard; and one sister, Evelyn Book. Services were held at Stone
Funeral Home, officiated by Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder. Interment was in Bellevue Mausoleum.
Hawkins: Samuel Hawkins, born in Wales in
1894, died on Jan. 7. He came to Canada through
the Bernardo Children's Homes, then lived with
the Aaron Geigerfamily. His first wife, Alta (Rogers), preceded him in death along with two of their
children, Bert and Emma. Also preceding him
were three other wives, Mabel (Robins), Dora
(Carver), and Leona (Ankerbent). He is survived
by 3 children; 22 grandchildren; 43 great-grandchildren; and 3 great-great-grandchildren. Samuel
was a member of the Bertie Brethren in Christ
Church. The funeral was held at the Sherkston
Brethren in Christ Church, conducted by Rev.
Arthur Heise. Interment was in the Ridgeway
Memorial Cemetery.
Hoover: Martha E. Hoover, Messiah Village,
Mechanicsburg, Pa., born Nov. 20, 1899, died
Jan. 22. She was the widow of Rev. Irvin Hoover
and a member of the Mechanicsburg, Pa., Brethren in Christ Church. Surviving are 5 children:
David Hoover, Rev. Daniel Hoover, Rev. Herbert
Hoover, Charlotte Espenshade, and Carolyn
Clinch; 10 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren;
and two sisters, Margaret Brehm and Helen
Bockman. Services were held at Messiah Village
with Rev. J. Robert Lehman and Rev. Ray Bert
officiating. Services were also held at Pleasant
Hill, Ohio, with Rev. Timothy Herr officiating.
Interment was in the Highland Cemetery.
Landis: Howard F. Landis, 89, a retired building contractor from Souderton, Pa., died Feb. 5.
Born in Elroy, Pa., he was the son of the late
Josiah and Mary Freed Landis. Howard was a
member of the Souderton Brethren in Christ
Church where he served as deacon, trustee, treasurer, and Sunday school teacher and superintendent. He was preceded in death by his first wife,
Bertha. He is survived by his second wife, Viola
(Gingrich); 3 daughters, Mrs. Jean Landis, Mae
Bechtel, and Shirley Frederick; 2 sons, Howard
Jr., and Paul; a stepdaughter, Verna Garis; 2 stepsons, Mark Garis and Richard Garis; 12 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; 2 brothers, Alvin
and Simon; and 1 sister, Fannie Keller. Funeral
services were held at the Souderton church with
Rev. Sam Hollingsworth officiating and Jeff Hollenbach assisting. Interment was in the Silverdale
Cemetery.
Merrill: Marjorie L. Merrill, Lock Haven, Pa.,
born Oct. 2, 1936, in Presque Isle, Maine, died
Jan. 21. She is survived by her husband, Duane A.
Merrill; three daughters, Helen Ann, Duana, and
Wanda Louise, all at home; a foster daughter,
continued

on page 27
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The four winners in the church-wide Poster Contest
are:
First Prize, $50, Dena Musser, Antrim Church,
Allegheny Conference
Second Prize, $25, Don Hackman, Manor Church,
Atlantic Conference
Third Prize, $15, Sue Wenger, Fairview Ave.
Church, Allegheny Conference
Fourth Prize, $ 10, Jack Kentie, Sherkston Church,
Canadian Conference
In addition to the winners, two received honorable
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mention: Lydia Yoder, from the Big Valley Church, and
Ric Feeney, of the Jemison Valley Church. Ric's poster
would have won a prize, but was disqualified because it
did not have some required wording.
Plans are to reproduce (in one color) two or three
posters and distribute them to all the churches in coming
quarters.
We wish to thank all the contestants. Their posters
showed that they went to considerable effort in making
the colorful posters. Unfortunately, the one-color reproductions will not reveal their full beauty.
Evangelical Visitor

Conference to address "Integrity
in Information Management"
The Council on Church and Media
will address "Integrity in Information
Management" at its annual meeting
near Chicago May 28-30.
The three-year-old council will be
joined by Meetinghouse editors, the
Council of Mennonite Computer Users,
and other interested people to probe ethical and practical questions that stem
from computer-dominated information
technology. Especially invited are church
media people, computer users, church
agency executives, theologians, business
people, and other interested persons.
Keynote presenters are Robert Fortner, chair of the Department of Communications, George Washington University, Washington, D.C.,and Barbara
Cuffie, director of the Security and
Integrity group, Social Security Admin-

istration, Baltimore, Md. Fortner will
address "ethical implications of the information age" and Cuffie "managerial
strategy for ensuing security and integrity of data."
"We've planned for a broad ethical,
theoretical, and case study inquiry into
new technology applications," said Howard E. Royer, CCM executive secretary.
"At the same time we will concentrate
on translating Christian ethical principles into practical guidelines for religious groups."
Workshops include discussion with
the keynote presenters and seminars on
"ethical issues in video / TV/ cable," "desktop publishing, "electronic bulletin
boards," "denominational databanks,"
and "computer use in the congregation."
Peter von Keyserling, Brethren in Christ

FOR THE RECORD

brothers, Ezra, Reubin, and Irvin; four grandchildren; and five stepchildren. He was a member
of the Air Hill Brethren in Christ Church. The
funeral service was conducted by Rev. Barton
Starr at the Robert Sellers Funeral Home in
Chambersburg, Pa. Interment was in the Air Hill
Cemetery.

from page 25
Darlene Adams; two foster grandsons; a sister and
three brothers. She attended the Cedar Heights
Brethren in Christ Church, Mill Hall, Pa. Rev.
John L. Bundy conducted the funeral service in
the Helt Funeral Home, Lock Haven. Interment
was in St. John's Cemetery, Lock Haven.
Muis: James T. (Ted) Muis, born Oct. 26,1929,
in Los Angeles, Calif., died Jan. 14 at Bethesda
Naval Hospital. He is survived by his father, O. J.
Muis of Long Beach, Calif.; his wife, Joyce
Brugger Muis, and a daughter, Kristi, both of
Springfield, Va.; and a brother, Robert. Interment
was in Arlington National Cemetery, Va.
Romanoski: Viola Romanoski, born June 14,
1900, at Shamokin, Pa., died Jan. 28. She is survived by her husband, Michael; two daughters,
Shirley Hinkle and Martha Prithan; three grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; and two greatgreat-grandchildren. Viola attended the Pequea
Brethren in Christ Church, Lancaster, Pa. The
funeral and interment were in Shamokin, Pa.
Shaffer: Dorothy E. Shaffer, 72, of Messiah
Village, Mechanicsburg, Pa., born July 13, 1914,
died Feb. 5. She was the daughter of the late
William and Lavina (Bisel) Shaffer. She was preceded in death by a brother, Jay. Surviving are a
brother and sister, Glenn Shaffer and Mary
Yingst. She was a member of the Spring Hope
Brethren in Christ Church where funeral services
were conducted by Rev. Kenneth Mackie. Interment was in the Fishertown Cemetery, Fishertown, Pa.
Sollenberger: Joseph A. Sollenberger, Fayetteville, Pa., July 17,1896, died Nov. 26,1986. He
was th« son of the late Samuel and Katie Wenger
Sollenberger. His wife, Bertha Lehman, died in
1946. He is survived by a son, Myron L.; three
sisters, Barbara (Mrs. David) Sollenberger, Mary
(Mrs. Paul) Sollenberger, and Mabel Grove; three
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Tucker: Gertrude Tucker, of Wainfleet, Ont.,
born Dec. 2, 1908, died Jan. 28. She is survived by
a son, Donald; a daughter, Jean Vittie; six grandchildren; and two great-grandchildren. She was
preceded in death by her husband John. The funeral service was conducted by Rev. David Gifford of the Wainfleet church. Interment was in
Maple Lawn Cemetery.
Wenger: Emma C. Wenger, Messiah Village,
Mechanicsburg, Pa., born March 24, 1906, died
Feb. 3. She was the widow of Rev. David H.
Wenger and a member of the Messiah Village
Brethren in Christ Church. Surviving are a brother,
Rev. Harvey B. Musser, and nieces and nephews.
Services were held at the Air Hill Brethren in
Christ Church with Rev. Avery Musser and Rev.
J. Robert Lehman officiating. Interment was the
in the Air Hill Cemetery.
Wingert: Frank S. Wingert, 81, born Oct. 29,
1905, the son of the late Samuel and Fannie Meyers Wingert, died Dec. 9, 1986. Frank was a
member of the Chambersburg Brethren in Christ
Church, chairman of the board of Camp Joy-El
for 15 years, and a charter member of Gospel Tide
Hour. Surviving are his wife, Ruth (Wenger); two
daughters, Mary Jane Fink and Joanne Beard; a
son, Frank M.; five grandchildren; and a brother,
Charles M. The funeral service was held at the
Chambersburg church with Rev. A. G. Brubaker,
Rev. Charlie Byers, and Jerry Traister officiating.
Wingert: Norman A. Wingert, born April 1,
1898, the son of Daniel H. and Emma C. Rotz
Wingert of Pennsylvania, died Jan. 17 in Reedley,
Calif. He is survived by his wife Eunice whom he
married on Dec. 25, 1927; two children, Lois

from Ashland, Ohio, will speak on
"Confessions of a computer addict."
Randy Naylorfrom the United Church
of Canada will present as a case study
his denomination's work in disentangling the computer puzzle by developing
an information systems strategy. A panel
representing church agencies will address issues they face in information
management.
The Conference will be held at Cabrini
Retreat Center, Des Plaines, 111., a short
distance from O'Hare Airport. A registration brochure is available from Howard E. Royer, 1451 Dundee Ave., Elgin,
IL 60120.
CCM is a forum of Brethren in
Christ, Church of the Brethren, and
Mennonite Churches. It is organized to
facilitate and enhance communication,
professional enrichment, fellowship, and
development among those working in
communications. Membership is available to both church agencies and individuals.

Tidgwell and Norman, Jr.; seven grandchildren;
and a great-grandaugther born six days after his
death. Norman was a graduate of Messiah Bible
and Missionary Training School, and Grove City
College, with the Bachelor of Arts degree in literature. He was the first person to receive the distinguished alumnus award from Messiah College.
Norman taught at Jabbok Bible School, Thomas,
Okla.; Messiah College; and Upland College. In
1949, Norman and Eunice began a long term of
service with Mennonite Central Committee in
Germany, Austria, Hong Kong, and Africa. Upon
their return in 1964, they took up residence near
their family in California and became directors of
MCCs Material Aid Center in Reedley, where
they worked until their retirement. Norman wrote
many books and articles about their experiences in
service, including No Place to Stop Killing about
Burundi, and To Have is to Owe, a collection of
stories and reflections. Norman was a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church of Upland, Calif.,
and associate member at First Mennonite Church
in Reedley, Calif. The funeral celebration and
graveside service were held January 20 at the First
Mennonite Church, Reedley.
Zercher: Anna M. Zercher, 105, born Nov. 29,
1881, died Jan. 27 at Messiah Village. She was the
widow of Andrew H. Zercher. Before moving to
Messiah Village in 1978, she lived in the Mount
Joy area, where she attended the Cross Roads
Brethren in Christ Church for 97 years. She was
the daughter of Rev. Abram Z. and Elizabeth
(Musser) Hess. Surviving are 2 sons, Jacob E. and
Ray M.; 3 daughters, Rhoda E. Brubaker, Anna
Ruth Hoover, and Erla Z. Stump; a sister, Mary
Climenhaga; a brother, Henry M. Hess; 13 grandchildren; and 19 great-grandchildren. She was
preceded in death by an infant daughter, Verna
Mae. Services were held at Messiah Village with
Rev. J. Robert Lehman and Rev. Avery J. L.
Musser officiating; also at Cross Roads Brethren
in Christ Church with Rev. Lehman and Rev.
Merle E. Brubaker officiating. Interment was in
the Cross Roads Cemetery.
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Messiah
College News

Cross-cultural study in Israel
bridges time, distance
Continuing to internationalize its curriculum and heighten student awareness
of the world around them, Messiah College offered a cross-cultural study tour
of Israel for the first time this past January Term.
"Being able to see the places talked
about in the Bible and picture them
clearly in my mind from now on was
great" said Dan Heitzman, a senior
Bible major from Paxinos, Pa. (Grantham congregation). Dan was one of 25
Messiah students, faculty, and parents
who spent nearly four weeks in the Holy
Land. He received three credits toward
his Bible major. But most students in
other majors received the credits needed
to meet their cross-cultural study requirement. (Last fall, current freshmen
became the first class required to have a
cross-cultural experience, either by studying abroad, studying in specific U.S. cities, or taking a cross-cultural studies
course in Grantham).
Teaching the course and organizing
the tour was Assistant Professor of Biblical Studies Dr. Terry Brensinger
(Mechanicsburg congregation). He said
he would place on an equal plane the
enrichment gained through seeing the
Bible lands and through encountering
Middle East culture.
"Equally as important was an increased awareness of the political situation there," Brensinger noted. "Students
became aware of an increased sensitivity
toward the Palestinians, and the complexity of the issues being discussed."
Naomi Paine, senior art major from
Grantham (Grantham congregation),
said that encountering the Arab people
was the highlight of her trip. "I received
a new viewpoint, and learned things I
didn't know were going on. Before I
went I knew America was backing Israel,
and always thought negatively about the
Arabs, but we spent quite a bit of time
with the Arabs, and realized that they're
discriminated against a lot.
"Culturally, I felt that the Arabs were
very hospitable and friendly, even to
Americans who haven't been backing
them. They liked to invite us in to have
tea, and were always friendly."
Paine said the political and military
unrest of the Middle East was apparent,
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Dr. Brensinger, with camera bag, and students on Arbel Cliff overlooking the Sea of Galilee.

but not unsettling. "We saw a lot of
soldiers and jeeps patrolling and keeping an eye out at every corner. There was
one incident while we were there, and
the fighter planes were always going
over, but it wasn't scary. Things get
blown out of proportion in the news
back home."
The Messiah group visited one of
three refugee camps on the Gaza Strip as
guests of the United Nations Relief
Workers Association (UNRWA). Also
on the itinerary was Bir Zeit University,
a Palestinian university on the West
Bank that the Israelis have closed 11
times for political reasons. They spent
time at a kibbutz, an Israeli commune
where several Jewish families farm and
eat together.
At the Ecumenical Institute at Tanur,
a research facility for visiting scholars,
the group heard several guest speakers,
including Elias Chacour, a Palestinian
Malkite priest who wrote Blood Brothers, which was assigned reading for the
students.
Overall, speakers ran the gamut politically, Brensinger said. "We heard Jewish pacifists who would return the West
Bank, Jewish militants who insisted
they owned the whole Bank, and a Jewish political science prof from Hebrew
University."
Of course, the tour would not have
been complete without all the major historical, biblical sites—including Jerusalem, Jericho, Masada, and Qumran.
Heitzman noted various ways in which
the biblical record was borne out, such as
finding that the north side of Mt. Zion is
actually greener than the south side, and
visiting a cave near the spring of En
Geddi where it is theorized that David
tore a thread from King Saul's cloak
while he slept.
Also making the trip were Brensin-

ger's parents, J. Gordon and Vivian
Brensinger, of Allentown. Two other
Brethren in Christ students went: Janet
Peifer, a junior religion major from Willow Street, Pa., and Tim Day, a sophomore family studies major from Ridgeway, Ont. (Sherkston congregation).
His parents, John and Barbara Day,
also participated, as did Mary Long
(Grantham congregation), wife of Alden
Long, Professor of Biblical Literature
and Greek.
Brethren in Christ students
named in Who's Who
Six Brethren in Christ students have
been selected for a listing in the 1987
edition of Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and Colleges.
Campus nominating committees and
editors of the annual directory selected
students on the basis of academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities, and
potential for continued success. A total
of 37 Messiah students were chosen.
Students listed in the directory come
from some 1,400 institutions of higher
learning in all 50 states, the District of
Columbia, and several foreign countries.
Brethren in Christ students chosen
are Daryl R. Bundy, a senior religion
major from Mill Hall, Pa. (Cedar
Heights congregation); Jeffrey S. Garis,
a senior English major from Hatfield,
Pa. (Souderton congregation); Carol E.
Lilly, a senior political science major
from Nevada, Mo. (Dallas Center, Iowa,
congregation); Mary Sue Long, a junior
applied music major from Walkersville,
Md. (Walkersville congregation); Naomi
L. Paine, a senior art major from Grantham, Pa. (Grantham congregation);
and Jill M. Seaman, a senior computer
science major from East Amherst, N. Y.
(Clarence Center congregation).
Evangelical Visitor

Re: Cuba
In the February issue of the Visitor,
Ross Nigh writes of the successes of the
Cuban revolution. Mr. Nigh reports
that Cubans today are well-fed, educated, healthy, prospering, and happy.
Moreover, according to Mr. Nigh, Christians in Cuba are free to practice their
religion without any interference from
the government. Indeed, the picture
which Mr. Nigh paints of contemporary
Cuba is that things couldn't be better for
the Cuban people in general and Cuban
Christians in particular.
I do not know Mr. Nigh personally. I
can only assume that he is a man of
integrity who has reported things as he
has seen them. However, what I do
know for certain is that the Cuba which
Mr. Nigh describes is not the Cuba
which Armando Valladares has described in wretched detail in his highly
acclaimed prison memoirs Against All
Hope (Knopf, 1986). Valladares, a poet
who was released from Castro's prisons
in 1982 at the request of French President Mitterrand, chronicles in horrific
detail the brutality of Castro's Cuba,
from the pervasive denials of fundamental human rights to the brutal system of
political prisons in which Castro has
and continues to kill, torture, and maim
those whose only crime is their opposition to atheistic Marxism-Leninism.
How then are we to reconcile the different Cubas of Mr. Nigh and Armando
Valladares? I believe the answer to this
question is found in a statement which
Castro made to visiting foreign reporters in 1983 in response to a question
about human rights abuses in Cuba:
"We have no human rights problem,"
said Castro, "There has been no tortures
(sic) here, there have been no murders
here." After Valladares' witness—among
many others—we know that Castro is,
frankly, a liar. Just as Solzhenitysn's testimony a decade ago gave the world no
more excuses for ignoring the reality of
Stalinism, so Valladares' memoirs put
to rest once and for all the Castrogenerated myth of a just and benevolent
revolutionary Cuba.
I am afraid that for all of his good
intentions, Mr. Nigh has seen only the
Cuba which Castro wants the outside
world to see. Yes, there are a few dozen
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members of the Brethren in Christ
Church in Cuba; but that fact must be
viewed alongside the thousands of Cuban Christians who have died and today
still suffer unimaginable horrors because of their faith. Yes, Castro has built
schools and hospitals; but Hitler and
Stalin built schools and hospitals also.
Yes, Cubans are fed; but only because of
billions of dollars of support from the
Soviet Union. The bottom line is that
Cuba is a country whose people have
suffered greatly since Castro came to
power. This has been a tragedy the scope
of which we will never know in full.
An even greater tragedy, however,
has been the manner in which wellintentioned North Americans have unwittingly aided the forces of injustice
and violence within Cuba. "During my
years of imprisonment," writes Valladares, "the Cuban communist indoctrinators repeatedly used the statements of
support for Castro's revolution made by
some representatives of American Christian churches. Everytime a clergyman
would write an article in support of
Fidel Castro's dictatorship, a translation would reach us and that was worse
for the Christian political prisoners than
the beatings or the hunger. While we
waited for the solidarity embrace from
our brothers in Christ, incomprehensibly to us, those who were embraced
were our tormentors. Today, the Christians in Cuba's prisons suffer not only
the pain of torture and isolation, but
also the conviction that they have been
deserted by their brothers in faith."
These are powerful and moving words.
If we really care about our brothers and
sisters in Cuba, we will not ignore them.
Dean C. Curry, Chairman, Department of History and Political Science,
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.

Pastor Ross Nigh illustrates how misleading it can be to attempt to learn of a
totalitarian country by "going there"
(<God at work in our world, February
issue). Presumably from Pastor Ross
Nigh's own observation, he flatly states
that "The lot of the people is much better [in Cuba] than in other Caribbean
countries." Yet a perusal of fairly impartial reference works shows no such

thing. In hospital beds per 1,000 of population, the figures for some comparable Caribbean nations are: Barbados, 1
per 113; Bahamas, 1 per 261, Dominican Republic, 1 per 356; Cuba, 1 per
222. In infant mortality per live 1,000
births, the figures are even less impressive: Dominica, 19.6; Dominican Republic, 28.3; Bahamas, 20.2; Barbados,
26.3; Cuba, 25. In literacy, comparable
percentage rates are: Jamaica, 96%;
Trinidad and Tobago, 92%; Barbados,
99%; Grenada, 98%; St. Kitts and Nevis,
98%; Cuba, 95%. None of this would
indicate a "much better"standard of living, nor is it much to show for a quartercentury of revolution and billions of dollars worth of Soviet aid.
But there is one area in which the
Cuban Republic scores far above its
Caribbean neighbors. With Cuban soldiers being killed from Ethiopia, Angola,
Namibia, and Mozambique to Nicaragua and Grenada, Cuba ranks (in terms
of men and women under arms) as the
25th military power on earth, well ahead
of East Germany, South Africa, or Pastor Nigh's Canada (New Book of World
Rankings, Facts on File Publications,
NY 1984). What on earth are Cuban
troops doing in Angola? And what has
the Brethren in Christ church in Cuba
said about it?
. . . Pastor Nigh is impressed by the
freedom of his Cuban Christian friends
to carry Bibles about and openly worship "in a Marxist country." Yet church
bells pealed throughout Nazi Germany,
a fact reported by "objective" North
American visitors. It didn't prove a
thing. . . .
Stanley Sandler, Spring Lake, NC

Contributions
invited for Dialogue
and Readers Respond
Persons contributing to Readers Respond (letters to the editor) are encouraged to be concise. Letters may be shortened. All letters must be signed. Occasionally we may decide to withhold
names due to special circumstances.
Longer contributions are welcomed
for Dialogue, a forum for readers to
express their opinions on a broad range
of topics relevant to the mission of the
church and to living the Christian life.
Since each article or letter represents
the view of the writer, they do not
necessarily reflect the official position
of the Brethren in Christ Church.
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"But what have you accomplished?"
In our culture, success and effectiveness are extremely important. Most
people want to be successful at what
they do; they want to be able to see
measurable results for their efforts. They
don't want to spend their time on activities that don't seem to be accomplishing
any clear goals.
Now I don't have anything against
being successful and effective, but I
think that sometimes we place too much
emphasis on everything we do being
observably and immediately successful.
If we don't achieve the results we want
rather quickly, we are tempted to abandon the effort as non-productive and
ineffective because that is what our culture says we should do. Perhaps instead
we should think about applying Mother
Teresa's principle that "We are called to
be faithful, not successful."
I've been thinking about that principle a lot lately. I certainly want to be as
effective or successful as possible in
what I do, but I also want to do what's
right and to be faithful and obedient
regardless of the results. Furthermore,
success is often hard to measure; what
has not been effective in achieving one
goal may nonetheless achieve another
less obvious but equally important goal.
The writer of Ecclesiastes tells his
readers to "cast your bread upon the
waters, for after many days you will find

A MennOnite Conciliation Service
learning package to help you and
your group respond effectively to
conflict.
10-session audio cassette series
with activity and discussion ideas
for each unit. $45 (U.S.) postpaid.
Introduction audio cassette
available for free preview.
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it again" (11:1), and Isaiah quotes God
as saying, "My word . . . will not return to me empty, but will accomplish
what I desire and achieve the purpose
for which I sent it" (55:11). I like to apply
those passages to actions I take that
often feel like exercises in futility and
don't have immediate, visible results,
but which I believe are right.
Jesus certainly didn't use the most
effective techniques when he went about
his earthly ministry. Much of what he
did and said turned "upside-down" the
generally-accepted, "effective" way of
doing things. And then he died. Those
who crucified him thought they had
minimized his effectiveness by getting
rid of him. They didn't understand that
"faithfulness is more important than
success," and that, in fact, faithfulness is
success of another sort entirely. The
point of Christianity, to a large extent, is
doing the right thing now (following
Jesus in his obedience to the cross),
knowing that success and rewards may
not come until much later—and even
then not in the usual way. The Christian
faith is what one author calls "A Long
Obedience in the Same Direction."
Another way of saying that is to say
that our faith requires commitment for
the long haul—commitment to being
faithful and doing what is right even
when it doesn't seem to be accomplishing much of anything. There are lots of
examples of that.
We don't stop preaching against adultery because we don't seem to be making
a dent in the incidence of extra-marital
affairs. That may seem like a ridiculous
example, yet it's a clear example of the
fact that lack of success in achieving a
goal doesn't stop us from persisting in
what we believe to be right. And of
course, in the process of doing the right
thing we bear witness to biblical values
and to the possibility of marital fidelity.
Similarly, we don't stop feeding the
hungry and caring for the poor because
the needs are so great that we can't begin
to meet them all. We do what we can
because that is our calling. We continue
to preach the gospel even when the
response is minimal because we want to
obey the Great Commission. We work
for peace in spite of all the forces against

it because we believe it's the gospel way.
Sometimes the methods of faithfulness and obedience are hard to determine. If two methods will achieve the
same right goal, it seems reasonable to
choose the one that will be most effective, that will achieve the goal sooner
and more easily. Obedience doesn't mean
choosing the hardest and most roundabout method. But having said that, I

Quesims
Dear Paul,
The celebration of Easter produces a
variety of emotions for some people. In
fact, both Easter and Christmas, though
seasons of celebration, can bring about
a fair amount of mental and emotional
turmoil. If we give the beginning and
end of Jesus' life any real thought, they
require more faith than any of his moral
teachings or his miracles. During the
Christmas season, we refer to the Virgin
birth in the account, but may dismiss the
miracle which made the event possible.
Easter Sunday is always preceded by the
awkward solemnity of Good Friday.
There is—or should be—emotional involvement in the Passion events. But,
basically, it is much easier to celebrate
Christmas with material gifts and Easter
with eggs and bunnies. They don't involve much struggle.
For example, we don't like to spend
time thinking about physical death, but
we are forced to at Easter. We do all we
can to prolong life and when death does
come, we find it hard to rejoice. Even
after a death, we try to preserve the
mortal body by making cement vaults to
deny the earth the "dust" which is its
rightful due (Gen. 3:19; Eccl. 3:20). It
seems the more advanced the civilization or more important the individual,
the greater the effort toward this preservation.
There are not as many references to
the afterlife in the Old Testament, but
Job makes his declaration of faith in a
very positive way. In the middle—not
the end—of his trials, he makes this
statement describing his anticipation of
seeing God: "I know that my Redeemer
lives, and that in the end he will stand
upon the earth. And after my skin has
been destroyed, yet in my flesh I will see
God; I myself will see him with my own
eyes—I, and not another. How my heart
Evangelical Visitor

am also concerned that in our quest for
success/ results/ effectiveness, we run the
risk of denying the value of faithfulness
for its own sake and the potential positive impact of that faithfulness in ways
that we can't begin to predict.
To paraphrase Jesus: What good is it
if I gain the whole world [translate:
become successful] but lose my soul?
Phoebe

yearns within me!" (Job 19:25-27). This
was not a cry of despair, even though he
had seen life at its harshest. It was rather
a song of hope for a man who had examined every detail of his life and found no
hindrance between him and God.
Believing the fact of the resurrection
is one of the most difficult acts of faith
we are asked to make. We know about
conception and have seen or experienced birth. Most times the birth of a
child is a happy occasion. Death, by
contrast, is usually an unpleasant event.
We have never seen or experienced the
resurrection. What actually occurs after
death is secret as far as details are concerned. Our natural instinct is to fear the
unknown.
You, Paul, help us to face the fact of
death and the certainty and necessity of
the resurrection in your first letter to the
Corinthians, Chapter 15. The extreme
importance is summarized in verse 17,
"And if Christ has not been raised, your
faith is futile; you are still in your sins."
The entire chapter addresses this question so well that I hesitate to dwell on
any one verse. Your logical explanation
of the reason for death and Christ's victory over it makes those things reasonable and easier to believe. In case we still
struggle with details, your concluding
verse outlines our responsibility: "Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let
nothing move you. Always give yourselves fully to the work of the Lord,
because you know that your labor in the
Lord is not in vain." We may not know
many details of the hereafter, but what
we do know from the Bible leaves us
little doubt as to our responsibilities
until that time.
Onesimus
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f^itoria!
Be assured . . . it is a fact
Each Easter season brings renewed interest in the compassion, suffering,
and resurrection of our Redeemer.
While the Savior was in the upper room with the disciples, the agonies of
the cross definitely were brought to him, as he gave them the bread, and
poured forth the cup; yet his entire thought seemed to be to give comfort
and consolation to his disciples.
Perhaps the only mention the Savior made to his own sorrow is included
in the word, "Father, the hour is come."
It is not that our Lord did not know the depth of the cup of sorrow and
suffering that he would be compelled to drink, but it was because the entire
thought and purpose of his life was encompassed in that one wonderful
word "Glory," for he had prayed, "Father, the hour is come. Glorify thy
son." And into that thought he gathered all his suffering, privation, and
sorrow.
As the disciples left the upper room and went into the garden, the Savior
poured out his heart in that mighty intercession recorded in the 17th
chapter of John, which has been the marvel of saints for all centuries.
His deep concern was that his own might be kept from the world, that
they too might glorify the Father, and that they too might see the glory
which the Savior said lies just beyond a life completed in the will of God.
The disciples of course felt all their hopes were blasted forever. They had
not conceived the fact that with the resurrection of Jesus from the dead, a
new hope would be begotten and they could once more rejoice and abide
with him with an eternal security. For with his resurrection there came into
a possibility for every saint an inheritance that is incorruptible and undefiled and that will never fade away, a hope that becomes the anchor of the
soul, both sure and steadfast.
God's great purpose in the resurrection of his Son was to reveal to the
world that Jesus was the Son of God, who made his sinless pilgrimage
throughout the land of Palestine, who should be sown in death and be
raised in power and glory. This evidences the fact that brings a new
assurance of hope, that the saints, whose corruptible bodies are sown in
death, shall also be raised in glory and in honor; who are sown in weakness
will be raised in power.
It is hard for the finite mind of man to grasp the great mystery of
godliness, to comprehend the greatness of the Godhead, or to form any
adequate conception of the glory that waits the redeemed.
We trust the Easter message this season will come to every saint of God,
especially to those who have laid away loved ones, or to those from whom
life seemingly holds out but little. We trust that like David, like Paul, and
others, that you may see the Lord always before your face, that your heart
may rejoice, and that with the apostle you may be willing to endure all
things for his sake, that you may also obtain the salvation which is in Christ
Jesus with eternal glory.
May we again be assured that the resurrection of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ from the dead is a fact which no one can ignore nor can be
proclaimed false. Every Christian has before him a most wonderful prospect, a glorious hope, for if we are true to him, we too shall one day bear the
same incorruptible and glorified body as our Lord.
V. L. Stump
March 30, 1936 Editorial (abridged)
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Q o l m n

The reality of the resurrection
Voltaire was one day discussing Christianity with his friends. Finally, the
skeptic clinched the matter with a conclusive argument, "Gentlemen," he said,
"it would be easy to start a new religion
to compete with Christianity. All the
founder would have to do is die and then
be raised from the dead." The world has
yet to witness such an event.
"Rejoice, the Lord is King," "All Hail
the Power of Jesus' Name" and other
great hymns of the church proclaim
resurrection power. Is it any wonder
that I am surprised when I meet "professing" Christians who stumble at the
foolishness of the resurrection? It may
be understandable that the Athenians
would laugh at the idea (Acts 17:32).

With Mohammed still under the kabah,
there is little doubt that the Moslems
should scorn the resurrection. But how
does one respond to the Christian who
says, "It doesn't really matter that Christ
rose bodily from the grave"? What can
faith in Christ possibly mean to a Christian who does not believe in the resurrection?
In a sense, Paul summarized all of the
Gospels when he categorically declared,
"If Christ has not been raised, our
preaching is useless and so is your faith.
More than that, we are then found to be
false witnesses about God, for we have
testified about God that he raised Christ
from the dead. . . . If Christ has not
been raised, your faith is futile; you are

Denominational Retreat

ACCENT '87
Messiah College, July 6-10,1987
"Accent '87 Excellence in Ministry: Integrity in Service"
Pastors, spouses and various church leaders of the Brethren in Christ Church will
be gathering for personal and corporate renewal at Messiah College July 6-10. This
retreat is specifically targeted on wholeness . . . "that we may act and speak with
integrity."
Time will be given to the inner life, family life, and brotherhood life. Time will be
allotted for prayer, worship, reflection, friendship, and recreation.
Dr. Donald Jacobs, Executive Director of Mennonite Christian Leadership
Foundation is our guest resource person.
D o pray for this important event in the life of the leadership of our
denomination.
Pastors, if you have not yet pre-registered with Mrs. Mona Engle, R. D. #1, Box
464, Mt. Joy, P A 17552, you need to do so immediately.
Plan and pray now for Accent '87.
Lynn I. Thrush, Secretary
Accent '87 Planning Comm.
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still in your sins. Then those also who
have fallen asleep in Christ are lost. If
only for this life we have hope in Christ,
we are to be pitied more than all men" (1
Cor. 15:14-19).
The Scriptures that proclaim the resurrection of Christ are true indeed! This
truth is made alive as man "twice born"
experiences and reflects the nature of
that resurrection.
After nearly seven years of seemingly
fruitless ministry in India, Dr. E. Stanley Jones had a life-transforming experience as he knelt at the altar of the
Methodist Church in Lucknow, India.
His meeting with the resurrected Christ
was the beginning of a journey lived in
the power of the resurrection. One of his
prayers captures the thrust of the "reality of that experience":
"O, Lord Jesus, I thank thee for
the embodied victory—not the
embalmed victory.
Everybody
else's victory ends with the grave—
thine really begins there. The grave
is the beginning, not the end, with
thee. Now the victory has nailpierced hands. Amen!"
The final word of Easter is not the
cross and death—it is the resurrection
and life. "After his suffering, he showed
himself to these . . . and gave many
convincing proofs that he was alive. He
appeared to them . . . and spoke about
the kingdom of God" (Acts 1:3). The
resurrection boldly proclaims God's affirmation of his Son who endured the
suffering of the cross to give new life to
all who would become his followers.
"He rose triumphantly, in power
and majesty,
the Saviour rose no more to die;
O let us now proclaim the glory of
his name,
and tell to all, he lives today."
Oswald J. Smith
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Harvey R. Sider, Bishop
Canadian Conference
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